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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
What is the state of education in conflict-affected countries of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region? 
An ingrained assumption is that most countries in need of humanitarian aid for educational support 
gradually shift to system-centered development assistance. Yet many countries do not follow this 
progression. As crises become protracted, humanitarian start-up efforts to bolster education sectors can 
move toward system recovery pivoting to again address immediate needs. The back-and-forth movement 
leaves future education prospects hard to read or anticipate.  

This study employs the concept of humanitarian-development coherence (HDC) to analyze unsteady 
education situations in three MENA countries marked by longstanding and ongoing conflicts: Lebanon, 
Syria and Yemen. It will assess how the humanitarian stress on the present and how development’s focus 
on the future play out (and overlap) across this trio of contexts, and then reflect on their implications for 
education across the MENA region.  

 
This study is part of the Middle East Education Research, Training and Support (MEERS) initiative, in which 
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has commissioned Social Impact to 
conduct this investigation. Each of the three case studies (including the recommendations) were organized 
and written by separate authors of the study team: Holly-Jane Howell for Lebanon, Obai Ezzi (together 
with Holly-Jane Howell) for Syria (Raqqa, Northeast) and Marc Sommers for Yemen. This study is a 
companion publication to three related works, which the authors of this study also wrote:  

• Donors Toolkit: Humanitarian-Development Coherence;  
• Practitioners Toolkit: Humanitarian-Development Coherence (also available in Arabic); and  
• HDC 101: What is Humanitarian-Development Coherence? (also available in Arabic) 

Dr. Sommers served as the lead author for this study while Ms. Howell is the lead author of the toolkit-
related publications. There also is an Arabic version of this study. All works are available on USAID’s 
Development Experience Clearinghouse. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND APPROACH  

The research, analysis and recommendations for this study (as well as the toolkits) collectively have sought 
to answer these four study questions:  

1. What evidence, tools, and other resources for decision-making currently exist that assist or 
inform coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance actors in the MENA 
region?  

2. What funding sources and financing models are used to increase coherence between humanitarian 
aid and development assistance actors in the education sector, what are the challenges, and what 
lessons have been learned from past crises?  

3. (a) What institutional policies and practices do humanitarian and development actors use to 
increase coherence with each other? (b) What is the most effective way to plan, sequence, and 
layer interventions and activities to meet collective education and protection outcomes for crisis-
affected children in the MENA region?  

What is Humanitarian-Development Coherence?  
It has four parts:  
1. Protecting the integrity of humanitarian and development spaces.  
2. Layering humanitarian and development interventions for maximum impact. 
3. Encouraging humanitarian and development actors to work in the same locations.  
4. Identifying shared outcomes that can provide a unitary humanitarian-development framework. 
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4. What new or revised decision-making tools, institutional policies and procedures, and financing 
models are recommended for use by USAID education, youth, crisis and conflict, and Mission staff 
to support coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance to the education 
sector in the MENA region?  

While the twin HDC toolkits address the fourth question, this study focuses on the first three. To do 
this, the study team conducted 65 remote interviews with a total of 72 specialists. Eleven were specialists 
of Lebanon, 25 of Syria, 14 of Yemen, six of the MENA region and nine of the global context of education 
in emergencies (EiE). The experts featured 21 international and 11 national practitioners, five education 
coordinators, four in-country government representatives, and nine academics. An array of potential 
research risks were identified (including those relating to recall, confirmation, implicit and sample biases, 
conducting remote research, and translation challenges), together with mitigation responses, which were 
then carried out. The data analysis process triangulated findings with relevant literature to develop the 
study’s observations, recommendations and lessons learned.  

COUNTRY FINDINGS  

Lebanon 

The study used the October 17, 2019, civic demonstrations in Lebanon as the turning point to examine 
education before and after the event. Prior to 2019 weak governmental decision-making and few checks 
and assurances for government uniformity in operational practices, meant that the narrative of aid quickly 
became overtly politicized. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and international non-governmental 
organizations (INGOs) also felt frustrated and powerless to change the dominant dialogue concerning 
Syrian refugee-focused aid (while the Lebanese system remained in crisis). The youth protestors that led 
the October 2019 protests succeeded in forcing donors to recognize that government shortcomings had 
led to a society-wide crisis. In an attempt to change the dynamics on the ground, donors and major United 
Nations (UN) agencies supported the development of a new five-year plan. This attracted critical attention 
to United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) as the coordinator with the Ministry of Education (MOE) 
on behalf of education donors and practitioners. The gathered view was that UNICEF had a conflict of 
interest that ran against neutrality and toward favoring the MOE.  

A promising example of enabling HDC at the program level emerged from the USAID-funded Quality 
Instruction Towards Access and Basic Education Improvement (QITABI). However, on the level of 
Lebanon’s education system, the research revealed significant constraints on movement toward 
educational coherence. While the new five-year plan represents a major step forward, Lebanese 
practitioners observed that HDC, and particularly the HDC idea of layering humanitarian and development 
action, remains absent from the education sector’s new five-year plan. For a crisis context that calls for 
adaptive programming, direction on how and when to dial up or down humanitarian and development 
action (whilst also maintaining coherence) is absent. 

Syria (Raqqa, Northeast Syria) 

In January 2014, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) established its control of Raqqa and all of its public 
services including formal education. ISIS applied an integrated form of HDC — layering humanitarian and 
development interventions — with a long-term vision for education. At the same time, ISIS’s education 
strategy not only looked at schools as potential military outposts, but also saw children and adolescents 
as critical to sustaining the war effort and the ideology of ISIS. In October 2017, the Syrian Democratic 
Forces (SDF), the military wing of the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria (AANES), 
liberated Raqqa from ISIS and took control. Two critical factors operate to restrict prospects for a 
coherent education response are: 
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1. Weak coordination. Fifteen of the 25 key informants noted that weak coordination was 
hampering an effective HDC response in Northeast Syria. Many key informants also noted 
that a lack of investment in localization/building local capacity is having a similar effect. Perhaps 
the most prominent example of underwhelming coordination is the presence of three 
curricula taught in the Raqqa area, by the Syrian regime, the Autonomous Administration of 
Northeast Syria (AANES), and the United Nations Self-Learning Program (SLP) materials 
(Rosen, 2021). Of these three curricula, only the Syrian regime is able to offer accredited 
certificates.  

2. Significant underfunding of the education system. There have been consistently low levels of 
humanitarian or development support for the education sector since the fall of ISIS, and the 
ruling SDF struggles merely to maintain a modicum of service provision. Humanitarian and 
development actors are stuck in a context that is unstable and with no viable political entity 
with which to engage.   

Yemen 

Yemen prior to the dramatic events of early 2015 (the overthrow of the government by Northern rebels, 
followed by Saudi Arabia’s heavy armed assault on the new government) featured a government that was 
violent and inept at elementary governance. Education quality in Yemen, already depleted and inadequate 
before the early 2015 events, declined dramatically afterward.  

Since 2015, Yemen has featured two separate education systems. The tendency to refer to “the 
Government of Yemen” (that is, the government of South Yemen) as if it has had no government rival, 
and to imply that it rules over most Yemenis, has been inaccurate across the period of Yemen’s war. The 
MOE in the North runs an education system for a population four times the size of its counterpart in the 
South. In addition, the most critical reported moment for education in Yemen during the war was when 
the Central Bank shifted from Sana’a (in North Yemen) to Aden (in South Yemen) in September 2016. 
This effectively bankrupted North Yemen’s government and its education system. Paying teachers 
(particularly in the North) emerged as a major educational challenge. 

A central challenge to humanitarian-development coherence is the steadfast orientation of international 
institutions on humanitarian funding and programming. The baked-in humanitarian response prioritizes 
short-term remedies over system recovery and effectively undercuts prospects for HDC. At the same 
time, there is reasonably effective humanitarian coordination among the five hubs of the humanitarian-
focused Education Cluster. An expansive World Bank pilot project for primary education in North and 
South Yemen also incorporates an HDC-like approach.  

Yemen’s education system focuses almost exclusively on primary school and primary school-aged children. 
With minor exceptions, the absence of HDC-centered action has left Yemen’s education system unable 
to provide post-primary education to Yemenis.  

REGIONAL ANALYSIS 

One promising finding concerned two HDC-infused, large-scale, basic education development programs: 
one in Lebanon (Quality Instruction Towards Access and Basic Education Improvement, or QITABI), the 
other in Yemen (a World Bank pilot resilience project operating in North and South Yemen featuring the 
involvement of World Food Programme, UNICEF and Save the Children). Beyond these twin cases, 
however, indications of efforts to increase humanitarian-development coherence via institutional policies 
and practices were scarce. Those relating to international donors included red line policies that politically 
constrain international donor institutions from promoting balanced, coherent, and adequate support for 
education sectors. Thus far, in short, the policies and practices in play, for practitioners as well as donors, 
serve to weaken more often than fortify HDC for education. Indeed, none of the three cases examined 
here suggested that the current education status quo was sufficient or satisfactory.  
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The research further identified limited indications of operational funding sources or financial models that 
were HDC-influenced. A substantial proportion of this was tied to perhaps the most prominent constraint 
to HDC in the MENA region: the small amount of development funding for education. These education 
contexts, including their funding and financing models, thus remain strongly influenced by powerful 
humanitarian actors. A critical example of humanitarian dominance emerged from findings about 
coordination systems for education. This study revealed that the architecture and processes are siloed 
and largely reflect humanitarian priorities. The necessary humanitarian-development balance that viable 
coherence requires, in short, has yet to reliably emerge. 

Drawing from the cases of Lebanon, Syria and Yemen, the prominent issue of development support for 
education surfaced in two ways:  

1. First, development support for education was largely unpopular. Humanitarian funding and approaches 
dominated. The common connection between humanitarian assistance and lifesaving support left 
little room for support to education, much less educational recovery.  

2. Second, political constraints on development support proved powerful. When authorities who run 
education systems are deemed politically unsavory, donor red lines can limit and even prevent 
their ability to provide development support.  

RECOMMENDATIONS  

Lebanon 

1. Mandate HDC consistently when engaging with MOE and Higher Education (MEHE) and NGOs. 
Practitioners and donors are appealing for HDC in Lebanon. 

2. Increase flexible funding for HDC before and during Crises. An education sector plan that includes 
scenarios for how to dial up or dial down humanitarian or development funding may help donors 
adapt. There also is a need for more adaptive programming. 

3. Establish Humanitarian-Development Counterparts. Establishing development counterparts to 
humanitarian coordinators is required.  

4. Facilitate HDC by featuring pragmatic advisors who ask, “How Do We Find Solutions to do This?” 
Transparent discussion and creative thinking can support adaptive programming.  

5. Support an independent and neutral coordination body for the education sector. Supporting an 
independent and neutral coordination body promises to reflect the holistic needs of the education 
sector.  

Syria (Raqqa, Northeast Syria) 

1. Maintain humanitarian and development funding during crises to protect and sustain the education sector. 
Absences of HDC (and especially development assistance) can expose power vacuums and 
question the ability of education authorities to respond to community needs.  

2. In a protracted crisis, joint ongoing humanitarian-development needs assessments, joint monitoring and 
shared goals are crucial. A common vision, goals and outcomes need to be developed.  

3. Apply development assistance pragmatically and in response to long-term needs. It is important that 
politics are separated further from the education response to ensure that responses ‘do no harm’ 
and respond to need.  

4. Adjust coordination to eliminate silos and conflicts of interest. Coordination systems need to be 
reconceptualized and independence needs to be prioritized. Key informants called for 
coordination structures to represent both humanitarian and development stakeholders. 
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Yemen 

1. Upgrade focus on the North. Awarding disproportionate attention and support to the South — 
when the majority of the education system, and its students and teachers, lies in the North — 
calls for an immediate and continuous reassessment, particularly given the overall education 
system’s ongoing decline.  

2. Shift to system support (especially in the North). The strong current emphasis on humanitarian 
response by donor agencies cannot address the paramount need for system recovery. 
Unintentionally, it is promoting the system’s slow demise, especially in the North.  

3. Prioritize teacher support. There is a need to swiftly enable the sustained payment of teachers in 
the North — where most teachers reside and work — to slow the education system's contraction 
and the ongoing exit of its teaching corps.  

4. Repair the system — Primary School Contraction. Yemen’s dual education systems feature primary 
schooling and little else. Yemen’s vast population of out-of-school adolescents and youth should 
be targeted for formal and/or accelerated education, including via remote learning.  

5. Invest in ongoing contextual analysis. There is an urgent need for education actors — both on the 
ground and in headquarter offices — to learn and appreciate Yemen’s context, and then customize 
their response to fit it.  

MENA Region 

To achieve HDC in the MENA region, there is a need for substantive reforms to the norms, practices, 
and policies of education actors and donors. Although it is clear that some suggested remedies are of the 
“quick win” variety, most are not. On the global front, attaining HDC calls for a mix of focused and 
sustained engagement, leadership, negotiation and compromise.   

To USAID:  
1. Convene regular HDC for education meetings: Identify a senior internal champion to hold regular 

conversations on HDC-related collaboration for education initiatives featuring U.S. government 
agencies.  

2. Conduct an internal workshop to find pragmatic solutions to persistent problems within the confines of 
United State government red lines. 

To All International Donors:  
1. Map the risks associated with the current status quo to better understand the context and the impact of 

potential decisions. 
2. Employ guided discussions to address unavoidable red lines that limit assistance and prevent the 

operationalization of HDC. 
3. Spearhead the development of comprehensive, HDC-sensitive sector plans in crisis contexts. 
4. Dramatically expand the contextual expertise of donor officials to inspire enhanced understandings of the 

situation on the ground and the benefits of HDC.  

To All Donors and Practitioners:  
1. Document and share positive practices of programs with HDC-centered approaches (such as USAID’s 

QITABI program in Lebanon). 
2. Institute crisis-response adaptations in the program design stage to enable the program to flex as needed 

and continue to deliver HDC in times of crisis and stability. 
3. Mandate the creation or appointment of development coordinators (as counterparts for humanitarian 

coordinators) to allow education sectors to operationalize HDC.
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INTRODUCTION: EDUCATIONAL COHERENCE IN CONFLICT 
CONTEXTS 
What is the state of education in conflict-affected countries of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region? 
As wars extend across many years, do education situations remain in humanitarian crisis or are education 
systems beginning to recover? Or is there a mix of the two?  

An ingrained assumption in international response efforts to war and post-war challenges is that most 
countries in need of humanitarian aid eventually shift, over time, to development assistance as a phased 
approach. Donors of all kinds (private, bilateral, and multilateral) are set up to support both humanitarian 
and development aid. Their implementing partners serve targeted populations accordingly.  

However, many countries (in the MENA region and elsewhere) do not follow the anticipated 
humanitarian-to-development progression. Instead, the crises they endure become protracted. In the 
education sector, this can inspire a back-and-forth between short-term, humanitarian start-up efforts to 
create some sort of educational presence and the more long-term developmental approaches that 
emphasize system recovery (and sometimes even reform). As a result, the outcomes tend to be unsteady 
and difficult to interpret.  

To assess this murky educational situation, this study will employ the concept of humanitarian-
development coherence (HDC) as a lens to analyze education efforts in three contexts marked by conflict. 
It will investigate how the humanitarian stress on the present and development’s focus on the future play 
out (and overlap) in three MENA region countries: Lebanon, Syria, and Yemen. All three have experienced 
years — if not decades — of instability and war.  

 
This study will explore the educational context in country and probe whether the efforts are largely 
humanitarian or development in approach — or whether is a coherent combination of the two. Under 
the Middle East Education Research, Training and Support (MEERS) initiative, the United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID) has commissioned Social Impact to conduct this investigation (see 
Annex II: Scope of Work). It will review this study’s objectives before providing an overview of HDC, and 
how it has risen in significance. Next, this study will detail its research methods before turning to findings 
and analysis from the three country cases. This study will conclude with four sets of recommendations: 
one each for Lebanon, Syria and Yemen, and a final set that applies to education in the MENA region. Each 
of the three case studies (including the recommendations) were organized and written by separate authors 
of the study team: Holly-Jane Howell for Lebanon, Obai Ezzi (together with Holly-Jane Howell) for Syria 
(Raqqa, Northeast) and Marc Sommers for Yemen (see Annex III: Study Team Profiles). 

This study is a companion publication to three related works, which the authors of this study also wrote:  

• Donors Toolkit: Humanitarian-Development Coherence;  
• Practitioners Toolkit: Humanitarian-Development Coherence (also available in Arabic); and  
• HDC 101: What is Humanitarian-Development Coherence? (also available in Arabic) 

What is Humanitarian-Development Coherence (HDC)?  

It has four parts:  

1. Protecting the integrity of humanitarian and development spaces.  

2. Layering humanitarian and development interventions for maximum impact. 

3. Encouraging humanitarian and development actors to work in the same locations.  

4. Identifying shared outcomes that can provide a unitary humanitarian-development framework. 
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Dr. Sommers is the lead author of this report (also available in Arabic); Ms. Howell is the lead author of 
the toolkit-related publications. All are available on USAID’s Development Experience Clearinghouse. 

PURPOSE 

Objectives: As detailed in Annex II: Scope of Work, the purpose of this study (together with the HDC 
toolkits) is to achieve three objectives:  

1. To inform how to sequence, layer, and coordinate humanitarian aid and development assistance 
to achieve education sector goals;  

2. To better understand the role of institutional practices and financing models in enabling or 
hindering coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance organizations in the 
education sector; and  

3. To identify potential opportunities for improved coherence between humanitarian and 
development actors in education and other sectors, and develop, improve, or test specific policies, 
processes, and tools to increase their coherence and effectiveness.  

Questions: To address these objectives, the research, analysis and recommendations for the toolkits and 
this study collectively have sought to answer these four study questions:  

1. What evidence, tools, and other resources for decision-making currently exist that assist or 
inform coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance actors in the MENA 
region?  

2. What funding sources and financing models are used to increase coherence between humanitarian 
aid and development assistance actors in the education sector? What are the challenges, and what 
lessons have been learned from past crises?  

3. (a) What institutional policies and practices do humanitarian and development actors use to 
increase coherence with each other? (b) What is the most effective way to plan, sequence, and 
layer interventions and activities to meet collective education and protection outcomes for crisis-
affected children in the MENA region?  

4. What new or revised decision-making tools, institutional policies and procedures, and financing 
models are recommended for use by USAID education, youth, crisis and conflict, and mission staff 
to support coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance to the education 
sector in the MENA region?  

This study addresses the first two questions, with considerable focus on the challenges and lessons learned 
noted in Question 2. The research revealed little empirical evidence to inform Question 3a. The 
companion toolkits address Questions 3b and 4 in particular.  

Approach: Tackling the three objectives and four study questions directly informed the two-part 
questionnaire that was employed (see Annex V: Interview Questionnaire). Each of the 65 semi-structured 
interviews (with a total of 72 individuals) opened with questions concerning HDC for global education. 
The next question set specifically addressed the context of education (and HDC) in the three country 
cases. For all three country cases, particular turning points in the three crises were identified (detailed in 
the next section). Questions then were structured to inquire about the situation before and following 
each turning point. This interview structure enabled the study team to simultaneously collect and analyze 
data on the global context of HDC as well as how it played out in two nations in the MENA region 
(Lebanon and Yemen) and a critical geographic section of a third (Syria; also see the Research Methods 
section, below). 

To set up and position the research findings featured here, the three case studies featured below 
investigate in considerable detail the crisis contexts of education in Lebanon, the Raqqa area of Syria and 
Yemen. Additionally, there is a short context sub-section on education in crisis-affected MENA countries. 
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Recommendations for each of the three cases, together with recommendations for the MENA region, 
conclude this publication.  

Intended Audiences: While a central audience for this effort is the USAID Missions and Bureaus in the 
MENA region, this study and the HDC toolkits are both targeted to engage those working on education 
challenges in conflict-affected settings in the MENA Region and beyond. All readers of this study are thus 
strongly encouraged to review and consider the guidance provided in the HDC toolkits, as well. 

RESEARCH METHODS 

The research methods employed for this study and toolkits featured these nine dimensions:  

1. Document research and analysis on: (a) The emergence and potential significance of HDC; and (b) 
the education contexts for Lebanon, the Raqqa area of Syria and Yemen. In each of the three 
contexts, the education (and HDC) situation is examined before and after an identified central 
turning point:  

● For Lebanon, the turning point was the civic demonstrations that took place in October 
2019.  

● For the Raqqa area of Syria, it was the collapse of the three-year rule of the Islamic State 
of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) in October 2017.  

● The anticipated turning point for Yemen was the overwhelming of the Yemeni national 
government in the capital city of Sana’a in January 2015, followed by the initiation of aerial 
bombardments by the Saudi Arabian-led coalition in March of that year. However, 
interviews for this study revealed that, for the education sector, the more significant 
turning point was when the nation’s Central Bank shifted from rebel Houthi-held Sana’a 
in North Yemen to the new capital of South Yemen (Aden) in September 2016. This 
proved critical, as it left North Yemen with severely limited government funding.  

2. Snowball sampling was employed by the study team (with support from colleagues at Social Impact 
and USAID) to identify the 72 key informants who were interviewed for this study and the toolkits. 
The metaphor implied in the phrase is explained here:  

“If one makes a snowball and rolls it down a snowy hill, it will pick up snow along the way and get 
bigger and bigger. Along the very same lines, snowball sampling allows researchers to access ever 
greater numbers of people in a locality [or particular community] by first gaining trust and 
developing a reasonable level of comfort with a small number of people” (Sommers, 2019).  

The concept is further explained here:  

“The snowball sampling outreach strategy finds an individual (the ‘source’, also referred to as the 
‘seed’) who has the desired characteristics and uses the person’s social networks to recruit similar 
participants in a multistage process. After the initial source helps to recruit respondents, the 
respondents then recruit others themselves” (Sadler et al. 2010: 370). 

3. Key informant interviews undertaken by the study team in Arabic or English, depending on the 
preference of interviewees. Seven of the 65 interviews with key informants featured two people 
interviewed at the same time. The remaining 58 interviews took place with a single key informant.  

4. Remote data collection. All interviews were conducted via secure online connections.  
5. Deductive coding analysis. Deductive coding is a form of research analysis that applies 

predetermined codes to the data. It is informed by hypotheses of what the researchers expect to 
find prior to conducting their interviews.  

6. Inductive (or trend) analysis. This form of research analysis is common to qualitative research. It 
uses inductive reasoning to identify trends and themes that emerge from the interview data.  

7. Country, regional, and HDC-related analysis, implications, and recommendations were drawn from the 
deductive and (especially) the inductive analysis. The study team developed the themes and trends, 
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assessed their implications, and developed both recommendations (for this study) and the 
elements of the toolkits (the companion publication).  

Extended explanations on key dimensions of the research process are now provided.  

The Research Sample 

The study team collectively combines deep and highly relevant experience as civil servants, practitioners, 
academics, and citizens. With contributions from colleagues at USAID and Social Impact, the study team 
identified an extensive list of key informants. Following snowball sampling principles (detailed above), the 
study team drew from its professional networks, and its contacts’ networks to identify key implementers, 
donors, subject matter specialists, and political actors who were experts on education in war and post-
war contexts globally, for the MENA region and for the three specific country cases. The response rate 
to the team’s invitations for an interview was 67 percent. The donor-to-practitioner ratio was 1 to 1.57. 

The collective sampling efforts led to 65 interviews (and a total of 72 people interviewed) with the 
following categories of specialists:  

Table 1: Categories of Key Informants Interviewed 

Donor1 International 
Practitioner2 

National 
Practitioner Coordinators 

In-Country 
Government 

Representative 
Academic Other 

28% 30% 15% 7% 6% 12% 3% 

20 
people 21 11 5 4 9 2 

The country, regional and global specializations of each interviewee is noted here:  

Table 2: Geographic Specialization of Key Informants Interviewed 

Number 
of 

Interviews 

Number of 
Participant

s 
Lebanon Syria Yemen MENA 

Region Global 

65 72 11 25 14 6 9 

 
  

 
1 Multilateral organizations (Education Cannot Wait (ECW) and the Global Partnership for Education (GPE)) have been 
included as donors. 
2 Although United Nations agency officials are included as international practitioners, it is important to remember that they also 
play a donor function.  
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Ethical Considerations  

This study features qualitative research with human subjects. The subject matters and, especially, the 
contexts featured in this study are sensitive. Accordingly, the following precautions were undertaken:  

● All respondents were informed of the scope of the study in advance of their interviews with team 
members. Each received a consent form to review in advance of the interview. Among the issues that 
the form reviewed is that the interviews were entirely voluntary (see Annex IV: Interview Consent 
Form).  

● Participant names and contact information were not recorded on data collection tools.  
● Participant names are not published in the report. Instead, those who are quoted are identified in 

accordance with their responses to the consent form in Annex IV: Interview Consent Form.  
● On behalf of this study, Social Impact employed an expedited Institutional Review Board to secure 

and maintain reasonable protections for those who participated as interviewees.  

The 65 Interviews  

For all interviews, the interview team employed the 12 qualitative questions featured in Annex V: Interview 
Questionnaire. The interviews were divided into two main sections: questions about HDC generally and 
questions about one of the three specific contexts featured in this study. All questions were open-ended. 
Precise notes of responses were written down. If permission was granted in advance (and indicated in 
their consent form), the interviews also were recorded. Once the interviews were written up, they were 
shared with team members and used for deductive and inductive analysis.  

Data Analysis 

The study team developed a deductive coding tree along with the interview questionnaire. The coding 
tree featured parent and child nodes that connect to each research questions in the questionnaire. The 
study team met on a biweekly basis during the interview period to compare inductive findings that 
emerged from the interviews, adding to the deductive nodes with a list of inductive nodes based on key 
emerging themes. Given the combination of snowball sampling and the relatively small sample size, data 
were not disaggregated by individual variables such as age or sex, but were disaggregated by role (e.g., 
practitioner, donor) and by country. The data analysis process triangulated findings with relevant literature 
to develop the study’s observations, recommendations and lessons learned. 

Risks & Mitigation 

The primary constraints to this research effort were limited time to gather interview data and an inability 
to conduct interviews in person. Despite these limitations, the study team successfully conducted 65 
remote interviews (please refer to Annex VI: Risks and Mitigations for a detailed explanation).  
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HDC FOR EDUCATION: BACKGROUND 
THE STARTING POINT: HUMANITARIAN ACTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
ASSISTANCE  

The following brief look at the emergence of humanitarianism and development sets the stage for the 
discussion of HDC in the next section. Humanitarian action and development assistance draw from 
separate histories and guiding principles. As will be discussed, humanitarianism, over time, has been forced 
to alter its shape to align with international development work. As will be described, there is a tension 
between preserving impartial and neutral spaces for humanitarian action and promoting forward-looking 
development action. 

 
The history of humanitarianism dates back to 1859, when a businessman named Henry Dunant witnessed 
a bloody battle and subsequently founded the International Committee of the Red Cross. Nearly a century 
later, the United Nation (UN) enshrined humanity, neutrality, independence and impartiality as principles 
that would inform humanitarian action, otherwise known as the ‘humanitarian imperative’. International 
development emerged from U.S. President Truman’s efforts to expand the post-World War II Marshall 
Plan from Europe to the rest of the world. The implied aim was to help underdeveloped nations become 
developed. Development from its origins thus was emphatically political while humanitarianism was 
precisely the opposite. As a result, the humanitarian imperative to ‘save lives’ and ‘do no harm’ does not 
necessarily align with government objectives or the strengthening of government systems. In some cases, 
parallel education systems can result from humanitarian efforts, creating a significant disconnect between 
humanitarian and development efforts in education sectors.   

One crisis and an institutional gathering forever changed the relationship between the two. After the 
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, the U.S. and other Western nations increasingly employed 
development aid in the service of security and diplomatic priorities. The World Humanitarian Summit in 
2016 then injected conflict prevention into humanitarian responsibilities (Lie, 2020).  

The development and humanitarian traditions express their merging differently. While development 
planners mainly envision the merging of the two as a bureaucratic divide that must be overcome, some 
humanitarians see big risks. One is elemental: working alongside (or being seen to work alongside) 
governments effectively expresses partiality, thereby challenging the ability of humanitarians to deliver 
assistance to civilians on all sides of a conflict. A second concern is priorities expressed as a zero-sum 
game, where investments in longer-term development effectively decrease support for immediate 
humanitarian needs (Guinote, 2019). HDC’s complementary, layered approach to humanitarian-
development relations promises to address at least some of these tensions.  

Definitions 

Humanitarian:  

• Refers to immediate support during a crisis. This can often take the form of parallel service delivery 
systems when government and local systems have been overwhelmed.  

• Underpinned by humanitarian principles: impartiality, neutrality, independence, and humanity. 
(European Commission, n.d.) 

Development:  

• Long-term responses responding to systematic problems. Approaches may focus on economic, 
social, and political development.  

• Typically, a development response focuses on local- or national-level systemic reform and 
institutional capacity building, often in direct partnership with a national or local government 
decision-making body. (Hinds, 2015) 
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A wave of pragmatic institutional arrangements shifted the power dynamics that, over time, have 
subordinated needs-based humanitarianism to the service of rights-based development outcomes. One 
concern arising from the OECD’s conception of HDC is that humanitarian aid is more expensive because 
it relies on foreign workers and goods. It also can “weaken local markets and institutions” as well as 
“foster dependency.” OECD thus argues that humanitarian aid is unsuitable for protracted settings 
(OECD, 2017). The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees’ (UNHCR) game-changing Global 
Compact on Refugees shares this view of humanitarianism’s limitations. The Compact transforms all 
refugee education into a solitary development activity: expanding host nation schools to incorporate 
refugees (United Nations, 2018). These examples illustrate how humanitarianism in today’s protracted 
crisis contexts often assumes a new and far more limited form than it had in the past. It also promises to 
align more easily with the more political, government-focused and development-oriented action.  

THE RISE OF HUMANITARIAN-DEVELOPMENT COHERENCE  

The premise that humanitarian aid and development assistance should be linked has been echoed in global 
discussions since the 1980s. First described as ‘linking relief, rehabilitation, and development’ (LRRD), the 
European Union (EU) promoted the idea that aid should be delivered in a sequential way, whereby 
humanitarian conditions would eventually abate and pave the way for development assistance. LRRD was 
commonly referred to as ‘bridging the gap’ (Harmer and Macrae, 2004; Mendenhall, 2019) and later 
referred to as a ‘continuum’ of support, which encouraged “link[ing] short, medium, and long-term 
solution[s] in context’” (Brown and Mena, 2021).  

The approach faced the criticism that it was unrealistically linear in how it conceptualized the delivery of 
aid and the context of need. This led to a reframing that promoted a ‘continguum’ of aid (European 
Parliament, 2012). The new framing viewed the two pillars of humanitarian and development assistance 
(with a third pillar — peacebuilding — arriving later) as needing to be applied simultaneously in a particular 
location to ensure maximum impact. 

Figure 1: Illustrating the Continuum (A) and the Continguum (B) Framing for Coherent Aid Delivery 
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The idea of layering within a ‘continguum’ concept is of critical importance. Layering implies that the 
principles of humanitarian and development programming are not compromised. The concept is distinct 
from integration, which is an important concern for humanitarian actors, who are afforded a safe operating 
space as a consequence of upholding humanitarian principles. Without layering, the structural, financial, 
and operational barriers that inhibit a ‘continguum’ approach become substantial. 

Layering takes the system that we are in and encourages key actors to coordinate and deliver shared 
outcomes in the same place. This approach raises prospects for collectively tackling the root causes of 
conflict, fragility, and vulnerability. When layering is undertaken, isolated practices that separate funding 
streams for humanitarian and development assistance and generally keep humanitarian and development 
activities institutionally separate (as well as maintain separate values for humanitarian and development 
actors) are no longer critical challenges. 

In 2016, the continguum framing attracted renewed interest at the World Humanitarian Summit under a 
new moniker: “Humanitarian-Development Coherence” (HDC). The subsequent addition of peacebuilding 
to the mix led to a second concept: “The Triple Nexus”. A mix of the two concepts were featured in the 
Grand Bargain, the United Nations Agenda for Sustainable Development, and the Sustainable Peace 
Agenda.  

The 2016 World Humanitarian Summit also called for humanitarian and development actors to move 
toward a ‘New Way of Working’ (NWOW)3 in order to respond to protracted crises more effectively.4 
This new NWOW has three objectives: 

1. Reinforce — do not replace — national and local systems5. 
2. Transcend the humanitarian–development divide by working toward collective outcomes, based 

on comparative advantage and over multi-year timelines. 
3. Anticipate — do not wait for — crises (Center on International Cooperation, 2019).  

Meanwhile, the New Humanitarian noted (2019) recorded reactions to the lofty “Triple Nexus.” Despite 
its noble objective, its formulation surfaced from UN and donor-led discussions. The lack of non-
governmental organizations (NGO) engagement was notable and inspired the widely-shared view that the 
Triple Nexus represented “conventional wisdom at boardroom level” that “caus[ed] eyes to roll” among 
practitioners in country. The Triple Nexus is commonly portrayed as a Venn diagram. The conception 
infers that there is a “sweet spot” of complementarity or ‘sameness’ between the three spheres of action 
(humanitarian, development and peacebuilding). In this way, it differs significantly from the layering that 
plays a critical role in the continguum concept.  
 

  

 
3 “The NWOW is an initiative that was launched at the 2016 World Humanitarian Summit. It can be described as working over 
multiple years towards collective outcomes, based on the comparative advantage of a diverse range of actors including those 
outside the United Nations system.” https://www.oecd.org/development/humanitarian-donors/docs/COHERENCE-OECD-
Guideline.pdf 
4 Protracted crises in the MENA region have been cyclical, often the result of underlying inequity, poor governance, and climate 
triggered loss of basic resources and resultant income. The crises may be characterized by “intractable violence, perhaps with 
pockets and periods of stability that leads to cyclical population displacement and returns” (ICRC, 2016). 
5 “From the outset, international actors should be looking for opportunities to shift tasks and leadership to local actors. This 
must be the mindset and a predictable part of any international response plan from the start of an operation.” (UNGA, 2016). 

https://www.oecd.org/development/humanitarian-donors/docs/COHERENCE-OECD-Guideline.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/development/humanitarian-donors/docs/COHERENCE-OECD-Guideline.pdf
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Figure 2: Visual Representations of the Triple Nexus 

 

In 2018, the Development Assistance Committee brought together over 100 OECD members and civil 
society representatives to define principles for “Operationalizing the Nexus.” The meeting produced a 
series of recommendations to facilitate the transition of HDC from mere rhetoric to action (OECD, 
2022). The recommendations called for joint risk assessments, gender-sensitive analyses of root causes of 
conflict and the identification of collective outcomes. However, many donors and multilateral 
organizations are not mandating these actions. In the absence of a “funding carrot,” there are limited 
incentives for humanitarian and development actors to engage closely. Whilst donors are supportive of 
the complementarity implied in a nexus approach, they remain uncertain over how to make an institutional 
roadmap that leads toward coherence.  

One way that HDC envisions humanitarianism is temporal: as the unstable, emergency, pre-development 
phase that comes before the comparatively stable, post-emergency development phase. A related 
dimension concerns scale: scale allows “household and community-focused humanitarian aid” to cohere 
with “development assistance,” which sometimes is “focused on building the state and institutions” (Fabre, 
2017) (but other times is not). In terms of both timeframe and scope, the collective sense is that 
humanitarianism lays the foundation for the big things that development will do. 

Although these two facets help produce the HDC lens, HDC tends to create an inward-looking 
environment that only its contributors can see. The Grand Bargain, for example, expresses a world arising 
from “a unique agreement between some of the largest donors and humanitarian organizations who have 
committed to get more means into the hands of people in need” (Inter-Agency Standing Committee). 
However, it is clear that NGO voices and the experiences of non-traditional donors have been largely 
absent from these discussions.  

To those working outside of these arrangements, HDC may not have relevance. Even if a student in a war 
zone or post-war school is a beneficiary of HDC action on the ground, it is doubtful that the student 
knows (or cares) if the donor or implementer is a humanitarian or development practitioner. As USAID 
has noted, “At [the] community level, learning continues regardless and it doesn’t recognize this 
[humanitarian-development] divide” (Nicolai et al., 2019). In addition, there often are actors operating in 
the education sector that are not parties to ongoing HDC dialogues but may be delivering an HDC 
approach on their own. In the country case studies featured in this study, Iran, Russia or extremist groups 
may act as important education donors or providers and may be layering their humanitarian and 
development interventions.  
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Notwithstanding these concerns, the drivers that spurred the pursuit of humanitarian-development 
coherence remain as relevant now as they were in the 1980s. Rising humanitarian needs are glaringly 
apparent as the number and length of crises increase, the root causes of conflicts remain unaddressed 
even after decades of protracted crises and the financial burden of protracted crises against the backdrop 
of pinched national aid budgets is stark. Six years after the World Humanitarian Summit, a record 235 
million people are in need of humanitarian assistance (United Nations News, 2021). The UN predicts this 
population will increase to 274 million people in 2022. Globally, crises continue to disproportionately 
affect the most vulnerable, causing the need for assistance to be prolonged, and in turn increasing the cost 
of aid. Stakeholders no longer can afford to operate in humanitarian and development silos. 

HDC-centered publications thus far have focused largely on making the case for donors and practitioners 
to adapt the approach for education sectors in crisis conditions. Accordingly, the three primary 
publications generally are upbeat, with an emphasis on persuasion and limited grounding from field-level 
evidence:  

1. The initial major contribution emerged from the OECD following the World Humanitarian 
Summit (Humanitarian Development Coherence; Fabre, 2017). The publication is clear and 
straightforward, arguing for the necessity of instituting HDC swiftly. It also raised a critical concern 
on the first page: that “humanitarian aid is increasingly being used” as a substitute for development 
support and action in “fragile contexts.” It identifies this as a purpose for humanitarianism “for 
which it is not necessarily designed” (Fabre, 2017). The document is, essentially, a guidance note 
for HDC’s implementation.  

2. USAID spurred the second major contribution with the publication of White Paper: Education and 
Humanitarian-Development Coherence (Nicolai et al., 2019). The paper is substantially more 
comprehensive and complex than the OECD effort. It also focuses primarily on the role of the 
U.S. government. One of its arguments is that “[t]he U.S. government provides humanitarian surge 
capacity for other sectors, but not education”; a state of affairs that “undermines coherence.” 
Also of note, it broadly endorses a major role for Ministries of Education (MOEs) in HDC-
influenced work for the sector.  

3. The third contribution comes from the Inter-agency Network for Education in Emergencies 
(INEE), with its 2021 publication of Humanitarian-Development Coherence in Education: Working 
Together in Crisis Contexts. One of its central purposes underscores HDC’s still-new presence in 
the field. The paper seeks, in part, “to demystify the concept of humanitarian-development 
coherence.” Like its two predecessors, the INEE publication advocates for enacting HDC, 
providing a bevy of reasons for instituting HDC for education sectors in education in emergency 
(EiE) settings and recommendations for getting it underway. Among the challenges, one is that 
coordination between humanitarian and development actors “is siloed, without structural links to 
bring together humanitarian and development coordinating bodies.” It further warns that 
“working with and supporting” Ministries of Education (as well as “non-state education 
authorities”) “can be complicated” in situations where “the government is a party to conflict.”  

The three publications have helped to establish HDC’s early presence in the field of education in 
emergency and crisis situations. At the same time, they merely refer to persistent challenges, gaps, and 
opportunities on the ground. By highlighting investigations of education and HDC in three pressing current 
contexts (Lebanon, Northeast Syria, and Yemen), together with a synthetic analysis of their collective 
implications for the MENA region, this study promises to advance the discussion of HDC’s potential utility 
significantly (in tandem with its companion publication, The HDC toolkits).   
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THE COUNTRY CASE STUDIES 
LEBANON 

“Lebanon is a case of two different stories — the Lebanese and the Syrian”. This crisis in Lebanon in part 
stems from a want to protect the mantra to support ‘those most in need’, which in 2011 was deemed to 
be the Syrian refugee population. This prioritization inadvertently caused harm to both Syrian and 
Lebanese populations, as a result of ignoring the needs of Lebanese citizens, one key informant noted “By 
stepping in with substantial programs the international community thought this would be a good response 
to the Syrian refugee crisis, but Lebanon itself was vulnerable, and this went overlooked for many years”. 
This case study explores how the civic demonstrations on October 17, 2019, represented a visible 
moment of crisis in Lebanon; the civic demonstrations were a public outcry to tell the world that basic 
public services were crumbling and on the brink of collapse. This study will briefly explain the events prior 
and after this key moment and the implications for HDC. This section will draw on existent literature as 
well as a series of 11 key informant interviews with donors, NGOs/international non-governmental 
organizations, academics, and technical specialists. 

Context I: Before October 17, 2019 

Lebanon has struggled to tow a fine line between presenting itself since the civil war which concluded in 
1990 as a burgeoning society primed for international investment and a country that is in severe need of 
assistance and aid. The contradicting narratives are underscored most clearly in the contrast between the 
World Economic Forum (WEF, 2018) 2017/2018 rankings of math and science (Lebanon being the fourth 
in the world for the quality of math and science) and the OECD-led 2018 Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) scores for Lebanon (“the average performance in science of 15-year-olds is 
384 points, compared to an average of 489 points in OECD countries.”)6 (OECD, 2018). The difference 
between these scores is that the WEF scores are self-reported by the state, whereas the OECD scores 
are based on independently assessed examinations. Whilst the study team is unable to make a judgment 
about the credibility of these results, the difference is certainly stark. One key informant observed that, 
“in Lebanon, it was an advantage for the government to keep people uneducated. There has traditionally 
been little education infrastructure and weak education budgeting. It is a marginalized sector.”  

A lens that purely looks at NGO and international non-governmental organization (INGO) coherence 
would deem Lebanon a context in which HDC could burgeon. UN reports have noted that Lebanon, on 
paper, marked “where nexus programming is most advanced,” citing humanitarian and development 
layering in the Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework (Nguya and Siddiqui, 2020). This 
understanding is complemented by key informants, who reflected that at the start of the Syrian crisis 
(2011). As one observed, because “our response was looking at both refugees and host communities, it 
made more sense to think about both development and humanitarian interventions together.”  

However, unaddressed root causes of long-term societal, political, and service-based degradation began 
to present a challenge. As one key informant commented, “One concept that has been missing in the 
Nexus is an analysis of institutionalized expressions of destruction; for example, corruption and 
authoritarianism.” This is most starkly conveyed in the figure below, in which seven of ten key informants 
noted that politics was a barrier to effective aid delivery in Lebanon and a barrier to operationalizing HDC. 
Donors were much less likely to cite this factor. Of the 35 individuals (across all three countries, regional, 
and global) that cited politics as a barrier, only six respondents were donors. 

NGOs and INGOs also felt frustrated and powerless to change the dominant dialogue concerning Syrian-
focused aid. The government demanded that huge investments of aid in response to the Syrian crisis 
should be distributed between Lebanese host and Syrian refugee populations; however, the major 

 
6 PISA is an international test designed to measure 15 year-olds’ abilities in literacy, math and science. 
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international donors were skeptical. The Lebanese government’s demand struck them as self-seeking. As 
a result, the influence of funding earmarked for Syrian refugees (and not the Lebanese host communities) 
unintentionally fostered tension and instability. For example, Lebanese were priced out of affordable 
accommodation as Syrian aid projects bought up low-cost accommodation for shelter projects, and Syrians 
were prioritized for food vouchers despite food-poverty being widespread beyond the Syrian population. 
As one key informant noted, “By stepping in with substantial programs in response to the Syrian refugee 
crisis, Lebanon itself was [made] vulnerable. This went overlooked for many years.” Reflecting on HDC, 
interviewees collectively observed that there were too many agendas, a lack of consensus-building, and 
few universally agreed upon collective outcomes.  

Notwithstanding this complex context, some examples of positive coherence in Lebanon simultaneously 
were in play. One interview participant explained that some “interventions reflected [both] humanitarian 
and development needs. We found ways to help Syrians to keep progressing through the education system 
[given that the main concerns were continuous access/dropout]. And for the Lebanese, the focus was on 
developing a progressive system, linked to employment and reflecting different identities.”7 In addition, 
needs assessments for humanitarian and development actors were often undertaken together, with 
project staff from different NGOs joining forces to attend the field together to conduct assessments.8 
9(European Commission 2018). Coordination bodies were also established with coherence in mind. For 
example, the new Lebanon Humanitarian and Development NGO Forum (LHDF, 2022) has an HDC 
mandate, but it remains unclear how active they are (researchers were unable to make contact with LHDF 
members during the period of this assignment). Nevertheless, the tussle between government-perceived 
priorities and humanitarian needs ultimately led to the undermining of HDC in Lebanon.  

Strategies like the Reaching All Children with Education (RACE I) Strategy (2014–2016) and RACE II 
(2017–2021) attempted to try to address “policy, systems, quality service-delivery and demand 
bottlenecks at the national, subnational and community levels” (NRC, 2021) and were heralded by the 
international community as landmark moments for refugee education and HDC (Center on International 
Cooperation, 2019). However, within the Lebanese context, practitioners, and academics both felt that 
RACE I and II were too focused on the refugee population. Whilst the need of the Syrian population was 
significant, the less widespread, but nevertheless urgent needs of Lebanese population was overlooked. 
Lebanon hosts to 1.5 million Syrian refugees, 42 percent of whom are aged between 3–18 years old. Of 
this population, an estimated 60 percent (Human Rights Watch, 2021) are not enrolled in education; 
between 12.5 percent and 15 percent of Lebanese children are not in school (World Vision, 2021; Al 
Monitor, 2022). As one participant observed, “Everyone focused on one area of the system [the Syrian 
population] while the rest of the system got weaker.” In effect, the education system in Lebanon was not 
equipped to respond to both Lebanese need and deal with the massive influx in Syrian learners. The 
response was well coordinated but represented poor coherence due to its inequitably. 

By late 2017–early 2018, the state of education provision for Lebanese host communities and Syrian 
refugees was worsening. The situation was particularly strained for young Syrians, as “approximately 55 
percent of school-aged refugee children still do not attend any form of formal education” (NRC, 2021). 
Government inefficiencies, declining aid support from donors, and long-term education strategies that 

 
7 The focus on employment for Lebanese and access to education for Syrians was in part a reflection of the limited job 
opportunities for Syrians with refugee status in Lebanon. Syrians were only allowed to work in agriculture, construction, and 
cleaning (Financial Times, 2016), and as such education became devalued for them leading to high absenteeism, drop-out, and low 
enrollment. Addressing these access concerns became the focus for many NGOs in absence of being able to challenge Lebanese 
labor law. 

8 For example, the Vulnerability Assessment of Syrian Refugees in Lebanon, conducted jointly by UNICEF, WFP, and UNHCR. 

9 While the primary data for 2010 are not disaggregated, enrolment rates for 5–17-year-olds were over 80 percent (World Bank, 
2020) 
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remained inflexible to short-term contextual changes led to the poor execution of the education sector 
strategy and, subsequently, programming.  

Before 2019, the Lebanese government increasingly closed ranks and attempted to consolidate power. 
This drove Lebanese society toward a historic turning point. In October 2019, the nation’s youth 
population took to the streets to protest. Dubbed the “student revolution” (Centre for Lebanese Studies, 
2019), the 2019 protests emphasized dissatisfaction with government nepotism in hiring, high 
unemployment rates, a lack of skilled jobs in the labor market and the commodification of higher education 
(Center for Lebanese Studies, 2019). The target of the protests was firmly the government, uniting 
disenfranchised Syrian refugees who had few legal opportunities (work, shelter, education) and Lebanese 
who were struggling with mass unemployment and worsening economic conditions. 

Context II: After October 17, 2019 

Although the October 2019 protests did not lead to dramatic transformation, the youth protestors forced 
donors to recognize that government shortcomings had led to a society-wide crisis (Merhej, 2021). Then, 
six months after the protests, the global coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak shut down Lebanese 
schools and prompted a shift to online learning. After another five months, the Port of Beirut explosion10 
underscored the significant issues within the Lebanese government, which was diverting public spending 
away from basic services (such as education) and into the pockets of a ruling elite (Choucair, 2020). One 
key informant noted that “since the demonstrations in 2019, there has been an absent government” with 
the Minister of Education in 2020 even noting that corruption was endemic in his department on national 
TV (Chinnery and Akar, 2021).  

By 2019, the government’s unsavory position was increasingly attracting the international spotlight and 
caused its officials to further close ranks and generate unhealthy skepticism of NGOs (a reaction noted 
by seven of ten Lebanon key informants), including the Lebanese Humanitarian INGO Forum (LHIF), which 
is part of the humanitarian coordination architecture. Remarkably, the collective force of nationwide youth 
protests, the arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic and the devastating explosion in Beirut’s port still could 
not undermine governmental graft. Lebanon’s stubborn status quo has persisted. 

In an attempt to change the dynamics on the ground, donors and major UN agencies operating in 
Lebanon’s education sector undertook a process of delicate encouragement by supporting the 
development of a new five-year plan. Drawing from the lessons learned from the past, the plan focused 
on vulnerability instead of a student or teacher’s nationality. Key informants noted that this change 
attracted unanimous support from actors in the education sector. One official noted that the new focus 
on vulnerability (instead of nationality) in the five-year education sector plan was led, somewhat 
surprisingly, by “the government. If anything, Ministers have always been vocal about support for all [while] 
donors were the ones who were very hesitant.” The key to implementing any new strategy is the presence 
of a neutral body that can provide impartial data, steering, and advice. In the Lebanese context, key 
informants unfortunately noted that key UN officials often demonstrated a conflict of interest. Presented 
below are four comments, each from a different interviewee:  

● “A layered approach, it makes sense. Collective outcomes also make sense. The problem is we 
lack real coordination. This is what is lacking. Coordination that does not have a conflict of 
interest. UNICEF’s role is problematic. [Their influential role] jeopardizes coordination, and that 
means a lack of progress and results. We need UNICEF — or another body — to be neutral, to 
make sure [that] the work takes place and proper communication is free of any conflict of interest. 
The UN is a problem.”  

● “UNICEF is playing the political game. It is obsessed with appeasing the Ministry of Education.”  
● “UN agencies are frail and there is a profound lack of accountability [among them].”  

 
10 The Beirut Port explosion affected 241 educational institutions in Beirut and Mount Lebanon. 
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● “The UN shouldn't be a lead for coordination. It is a conflict of interest. There are many occasions 
where they haven't been vocal and they should have been, or they aren't vocal because they don't 
want to ruin their relationship with the government and being vocal might stop other high-value 
programs [from which they benefit]. They don't speak out. The UN is also very late to [encourage] 
NGOs to speak out.” 

The code “UNICEF's role is a conflict of interest” was not anticipated at the start of the research. 
However, their conflicting role surfaced as a recurring and prominent trend in the interview data. Eight of 
20 donors interviewed for this study (across all three country cases, regional perspectives, and global 
perspectives) cited UNICEF’s conflict of interest and compromised position in the role of coordinator for 
the education sector. Of the 14 individuals that unprompted cited that UNICEF had a conflict of interest11, 
five respondents were INGO officials.  

This finding is not necessarily a criticism of the UN or UNICEF. Instead, it is an observation by participants 
that the UN and its agencies regularly are asked to wear multiple contradictory hats during complex crises 
that conflict with each other and provide mixed messages to a government that requires clear direction. 
As one key informant for observed, “The problem is [that] we lack real coordination. This is what is 
lacking: coordination that does not have a conflict of interest. UNICEF’s role is problematic, [and when] 
coordination is jeopardized, that means no results. We need it to be neutral, to make sure the work takes 
place [and] proper communication [is] free of conflicts of interest. The UN is a problem.”  

Closely related with one of the study’s analytical codes — ‘The UN has a conflict of interest’ — was a 
second: ‘Localization is the key to HDC.’ The analysis further suggested that the conception of localization 
as a kind of ‘silver bullet’ may be a result of a general NGO/INGO dissatisfaction with INGOs or UN 
actors in positions of power. 

Key Factors that Enable or Restrict Coherence 

A promising example of enabling HDC at the program level emerged from the USAID-funded Quality 
Instruction Towards Access and Basic Education Improvement (QITABI). Five key informants cited the 
positive impact of QITABI and the pragmatic, forward-thinking attitude of the Chief of Party (COP). 
According to these interviews, there were three elements that enabled HDC for the QITABI program: 

1. Consortia Composition: During the design stage, the lead agency in the program (World Learning) 
was intentional about the selection of its partners — identifying the International Rescue 
Committee as a humanitarian consortia partner — and ensuring there was diverse representation 
from both humanitarian and development actors. 

2. Large Scale Multi-Year Investment From USAID: Commitment to QITABI has spanned 8 years.12 One 
key informant noted that large programs such as QITABI “have more agility, and with more money 
comes more influence.” Financial flexibility, afforded as a result of operating on a large scale, 
enables the program to pivot responsively, if needed, by turning on or off different program 
components. 

3. Pragmatic Leadership: Pragmatic leaders in key positions (COP, technical director, USAID advisors) 
actively tried to problem-solve to ensure that the program is responsive to context-dictated 
needs. These relationships are reasonably transparent and not hierarchical. A second key 

 
11 UNICEF are afforded their operating space (permits, office rental etc.) at the good will of the government. UNICEF in Yemen 
and Syria is the lead for the cluster coordination system for education and is required to uphold a neutral position reflecting the 
humanitarian imperative. As an organization, UNICEF has the values of “Care, respect, integrity, trust and accountability” which 
are decoupled from humanitarian or development spaces. UNICEF is often a trusted government advisor, a lead for the cluster 
system, a grant recipient of humanitarian, development, and stabilization funding, and a fund raiser with a mandate to call out 
abuses of human rights (e.g. attacks on education). 

12 Launched in 2014. 
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informant reflected that QITABI has “had a lot of flexibility. Small pivots have been very successful, 
when data-driven. It’s important that programs [such as QITABI] know that they can pivot in the 
program objective as long as they are within the definitions of [U.S.] Congressional earmarking.” 
Understanding the parameters of approved programming, Congressional terminology, and the 
political appetite of USAID enabled the QITABI program team to brainstorm a response that 
adheres to USAID funding requirements while responding to need. The QITABI team’s approach 
to respond to need reflected HDC, doing more humanitarian activities in locations where 
development activities are underway.13 

Understanding how to replicate positive practices that have leveraged an HDC approach will be key when 
taking HDC from theory to operationalization on a global scale. 

On the level of Lebanon’s education system, the research revealed significant constraints on movement 
toward educational coherence. They reflect a general inability for HDC efforts to get off the ground at 
the national level. While the new five-year plan represents a major step forward, Lebanese practitioners 
observed that HDC, and particularly the HDC idea of layering humanitarian and development action, 
remains absent from the education sector’s new five-year plan. For a crisis context that calls for adaptive 
programming, direction on how and when to dial up or down humanitarian and development action (whilst 
also maintaining coherence) is absent. As one academic noted, “Unfortunately, the government sees 
humanitarian and development responses as being completely divorced [from each other]. [The 
government] allows little space for humanitarian-development coherence.” A second informant 
commented that humanitarian action dominates the education sector. The informant insisted that, “it is 
important that we keep HDC going, that we keep development going. We can’t stop development 
completely. We cannot let go of development. We need to still hold on to essential things, like teacher 
training.” Some practitioners acknowledged that in times of crisis, HDC is needed more than ever. Building 
resilience is about keeping the development ‘tap’ dripping, with a conscious awareness that humanitarian 
investment needs to be the priority. For example, with teacher strikes in Lebanon increasing in frequency 
and teachers struggling to feed themselves and their families due to low wages that haven’t kept pace with 
inflation, investing in development initiatives remains important. 

Recently, UNICEF developed a mechanism for resilience financing in Lebanon by attempting to persuade 
donors to bypass the issue of “donor government mistrust.” One key informant noted the potential of 
this approach for other countries in the region, stating that pragmatic solutions when faced with potential 
funding cuts have encouraged creative thinking about the definition of ‘development assistance’ and 
whether this needs to be intimately connected to state-building or government partnerships. In addition, 
as bilateral investment decreases, multilateral investment is essential. HDC narratives have featured heavily 
in Education Cannot Wait (ECW) press releases, noting that, in Lebanon, “we have to work together and 
need joint programming towards collective outcomes to make an impact for populations and countries in 
need. This way of working requires a shift in attitude to better identify needs and determine goals in 
emergencies and protracted crises, collectively” (ECW, 2022). There are few publicly available resources 
that document how ECW intends to achieve this, however, some promising practices, which may 
eventually lead to the emergence of an HDC-sensitive approach can be found in the Global Partnership 

 
13USAID’s engagement with the central government will likely continue to be limited. The presence of Hizballah-affiliated or -
appointed ministers and senior officials in some GOL entities complicates certain engagement at the national level. This experience 
is reinforced by the recent political economy assessment (PEA), which recommends limiting USAID’s engagement with the GOL’s 
ministries to only instances where clear opportunities for collaboration arise. At this point, the Mission is planning to work only 
with the education and water sector entities of the GOL where significant improvements have been made due to USAID’s long-
term investments in the sectors. Additionally, the inability to collaborate directly with the GOL in key sectors due to the presence 
of actors unfavorable to the USG within Lebanese government institutions heightens the need for alternatives to drive economic 
sustainability, reforms and growth. 
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for Education (GPE) “Operational Framework For Effective Support In Fragile And Conflict Affected 
Contexts” (GPE, 2022a).   

This framework outlines how programs can adapt development efforts at the onset of a crisis, providing 
practical facilitatory guidance and response design suggestions (see: Section 5, Adapting GPE’s engagement 
after the emergence of a crisis).  GPE’s operational framework encourages the maintenance of 
development assistance during times of crisis, but stops short of illustrating how this theoretically can lead 
to better impact when layered coherently with humanitarian assistance. As such, this resource doesn’t 
reference HDC or the triple nexus, and does not make reference to how practitioners and donors can 
best achievement complementarity, coordination, or technical coherence between humanitarian and 
development interventions.  In this sense, a HDC strategy document or vision for coherence is missing 
from ECW and GPE.  This challenge is not unique to ECW or GPE. Across Lebanon’s education sector, 
there is an absence of an agreed and up-to-date strategy, whilst the Lebanon Crisis Response Plan (initially 
drafted by the Government in 2014 and updated every year since) existed, Lebanon, like many contexts 
around the world, could not update strategy to keep pace with the changing education landscape impacted 
by COVID-19 (Chinnery and Akar, 2021). In addition, curriculum reform in Lebanon has not occurred 
since 1997 and ownership and accountability systems for different strategic outcomes remains unclear 
(Ibid.). As a result, achieving sustained HDC for education in Lebanon still needs further consideration.
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SYRIA (RAQQA, NORTHEAST SYRIA) 

This case study explores the concept of HDC in Syria, adopting a retrospective review and juxtaposing 
the state of the education sector before the fall of Raqqa and after the fall of Raqqa. The case study draws 
on existing literature as well as 25 key informant interviews with donors, NGOs/INGOs, academics, 
interlocutors, technical specialists, and local authorities. 

Context I: Raqqa under the Control of ISIS 
Figure 3: A Map of Al-Raqqa Governorate and City (Institute for the Study of War, 2013) 

 
By January 2014, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) established its control of Raqqa and all of its 
public services including formal education. ISIS subsequently demonstrated an intimate understanding of 
the education system’s influence and potential to achieve community support. As a humanitarian 
organization official working in Northeast Syria reflected, “ISIS realized that education leads to economic 
opportunities. They were aware that education in the past had been used to intentionally keep people 
weak.”  

By early 2014, ISIS closed schools with names associated to famous politicians (NES Forum, 2019), 
repurposed many schools to serve their war effort (Hamam, 2018) as military barracks and ammunition 
storage facilities, and closed schools so that teachers could ‘repent’ and be trained in teachings of ISIS 
(Arvisais and Guidère, 2020). While images of Northeast Syria conjure a vision of a humanitarian context, 
ISIS applied an integrated form of HDC — layering humanitarian and development interventions — with 
a long-term vision for education. For example, ISIS worked on back-to-school drives to improve 
enrollment (typically a humanitarian intervention) while simultaneously providing teacher pay, teacher 
training, and textbooks (typically development interventions). Their long-term vision was documented in 
a strategy owned by the unrecognized equivalent of a Ministry of Education. As one key informant 
accurately described, “ISIS had coherence; they did not have coordination.” Once schools began to reopen 
under ISIS control, ISIS separated themselves from the rest of Syria’s education system. They kept their 
activities hidden, actively refusing to coordinate with non-ISIS entities and stopping data-sharing through 
the national Education Management Information System (EMIS). The ISIS approach to HDC was thus 
limited, focusing on layering while ignoring other dimensions, such as encouraging humanitarian and 
development actors to coordinate their work and identify shared outcomes in a coordinated fashion. 
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ISIS’ education strategy not only looked at schools as potential military outposts, but also saw children 
and adolescents as critical to sustaining the war effort and the ideology of ISIS. To support their aim to 
win the hearts and minds of children and youth, ISIS established schools, led training camps for the 
‘Caliphate Cubs,’ provided intensive ISIS-specific teacher training, supported the development of an ISIS 
curriculum (The New Humanitarian 2017) by recruiting 400 teachers to the ISIS Committee for the 
development of curricula and textbooks and instituted a policy of one textbook per child.  

ISIS’ revision of the regime curriculum was one of their most ambitious pursuits. ISIS understood how 
critical a curriculum can be in achieving long-term ideological goals (Arvisais and Charland, 2015). 
However, ISIS officials removed many subjects, including art, poetry, music, and chemistry. ISIS considered 
all of them as part of a larger attempt to “question and weaken our belief in God” (Khalil, 2014). The twin 
purposes of education under ISIS were: (1) To “maintain control and promote their ideology,” and (2) 
Encourage children to work towards ISIS-recognized examinations.  

Two donor officials who were interviewed collectively commented that “ISIS acted as though they were 
the authority [and] ISIS did provide what was needed to be seen as the authority. They even had a printing 
press for textbooks in Raqqa. They provided everything.” The officials added that “it is hard to say we are 
going to go with this new curriculum and own it. But that is what ISIS did. They did not ask for recognition 
as an authority. The things they did would get them acknowledgement for being an authority.” This is not 
to say that ISIS constructed an effective education system. It did not, and the scale of its influence remains 
unclear, given the lack of availability of data regarding the number of schools they operated. However, it 
is clear from secondary data and primary testimony that ISIS committed human rights atrocities, imparted 
a radical ideology (Al-Jablawi, 2016) and prevented children and youth from effectively learning, due in 
part to their narrow extremist curriculum. For example, ISIS’s main educational priority was to maintain 
control and promote their ideology. This meant that fundamental curriculum topics included radical 
interpretations of Islam, while subjects like art, music, chemistry, poetry, and mathematics were absent. 
As a result, children had little space to engage, and their learning typically was repetitive. In addition, ISIS’s 
interest in encouraging children to learn how to fight and use weapons to ”participate in Jihad“ (Al-Jablawi, 
H. 2016) was clear in their video propaganda clips on educating children in ISIS territories (Al-Jablawi, 
2016).  

By October 2017, following heavy aerial bombardment by the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) and 
Coalition forces, Raqqa was liberated from ISIS control. However, a swift international response was not 
forthcoming. For four years, there was no education data about Raqqa schools shared through the Whole 
of Syria — Education Management Information System (WOS EMIS). The absence of basic information 
hindered the capacity of external stakeholders to appropriately support the education sector following 
the fall of ISIS in Raqqa (WOS, 2016). Of the nine individuals who cited a lack of awareness of ISIS, five 
held a key role in the Syria crisis response as an INGO official. One humanitarian organization official 
noted that, “In the lead up to the fall of Raqqa, development actors and humanitarian actors were not 
coordinating. Within the Northeast Syria Forum, there was not much collaboration with development 
actors.” After the fall of Raqqa, formal coordination did not exist between development and humanitarian 
actors,14 politicized stabilization funding was present, deaths of aid workers by ISIS sympathizers continued 
and poor coordination leadership led to increasing suspicion between humanitarian and development 
actors.15 

 
14 Even today, coordination between humanitarian and development doesn’t exist formally. Where it is present, it is a reflection 
of personal rather than professional/formal relationships.  

15 Good coordination would have benefited from a swift assessment of education needs and gaps under ISIS. Given that there 
were teachers available, researchers, and key informants who could have provided detail as to the nature of teaching and learning 
under ISIS, this information could have been better utilized for the response. 
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Although most attention was directed at Northwest Syria, even the largest INGOs could not confirm if a 
mapping of service was done in advance or shortly after the fall of Raqqa. This included five INGO officials 
who were interviewed (as key stakeholders in the Syria context) and reported no knowledge whatsoever 
about education under ISIS. During this period, prospects for HDC-inspired education efforts reportedly 
were exceedingly low, with little indication of humanitarian and development actors sharing information, 
coordinating or layering their efforts, or working together toward shared outcomes.16 

Context II: After the Fall of ISIS in Raqqa 

After the SDF liberated Raqqa from ISIS and took control,17 the immediate response from donors focused 
on military demining. Reflecting a U.S. focus on, in the words of one donor official, “stabilization funding: 
it wasn’t humanitarian or development; it was about military positioning to make sure that the SDF could 
repel ISIS for at least two years.” Another donor official commented that “military demining didn’t dovetail 
with humanitarian or development needs. There was no real planning and layering definitely wasn’t done.” 
From the (arguably) authoritarian rule of ISIS that combined a response to the education sector focused 
on immediate and longer-term need, to a vacuum of support for high-quality education under the SDF, 
the two contexts contrasted dramatically.  

The Education Working Group (2019) summarized the need in Raqqa as follows: 
● Seventy-five percent of schools are damaged. 
● Only six schools providing secondary education with an attendance rate of 12 percent. 
● Only 41 percent of primary school-aged children attending. 

The Education Working Group needs assessment goes on to note the importance of “improving the 
absorption capacity of the formal education system,” “invest[ing] in professional development for teachers 
and school personnel” and “provide[ing] appropriate teaching and learning materials to improve the quality 
of education for both formal and non-formal education.” These objectives clearly reflect a commitment 
to HDC. However, as will be explored, it is disputed that these objectives have been achieved or even 
meaningfully advanced. While efforts of the humanitarian-focused Education Working Group are 
commendable for an under-resourced group in a challenging context, in the absence of an HDC strategy, 
as well as a clear development counterpart and shared outcomes, the rhetoric runs the risk of remaining 
merely aspirational. As 14 key informants noted, “it is very clear that even five years after the fall of Raqqa, 
we remain in crisis management mode. Donors are still not listening to beneficiaries, who report that 
NGO programs do not meet their needs and SDF interests do not meet their needs.”  

In the immediate aftermath of the fall of ISIS in Raqqa, 44 formal schools (that had been rehabilitated 
schools or had been rented by the Directorate as interim solutions, since the original infrastructure had 
been badly damaged) reopened, basic renovation work took place, and UNICEF provided Self Learning 
Program materials to 121,000 students (Hamam, 2018). However, the head of the Education Council — 
Ali al-Shannan — estimated that this responded to approximately ten percent of the needs on the ground 
(Hamam, 2018). If an HDC approach had been adopted, it appears that joint needs assessments likely 
could have:  

● Ranked the needs of schools from highest to lowest;  
● Ensured that unearmarked funding was first allocated to schools with the greatest needs;  
● Positioned stakeholders to establish a coherent strategy;  

 
16 This was also true for other sectors, whilst there are anomalous references to coordination in the health sector, broadly 
information was not ‘joined up’ between humanitarian and development actors. Given education is not ‘life-saving’ actors in the 
education space noted during the primary research that there was little reason for them to enhance education as it was not 
considered a priority. 

17 The Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria, also known as Rojava, is a de facto autonomous region in 
northeastern Syria. It consists of self-governing sub-regions in the areas of Afrin, Jazira, Euphrates, Raqqa, Tabqa, Manbij and 
Deir Ez-Zor. 
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● Defined shared outcomes; and  
● Facilitated cooperative efforts in ways that layered interventions in specific geographies to 

effectively bridge the humanitarian-development divide.  

Key Factors that Restrict Coherence 

Two critical factors operate to restrict prospects for a coherent education response:  

First, weak coordination compounds an ineffective HDC response in the Northeast. Three officials from 
humanitarian organizations noted that “NES [Northeast Syria] is barely functional”; “There is no 
leadership, it has broken down”; and it is “actively unwelcoming”. In addition to weak coordination, six 
key informants for Syria described the UN as having a conflict of interest. This conflict of interest was 
described by practitioners to be imposing a “handicap” on the sector more broadly. One official noted 
that “donors need to change the way these bodies are working or create a new body that has a Nexus 
mandate.” One donor official asserted that UN agencies in humanitarian settings “are supposed to be 
neutral. But I guess they aren’t objective, and they aren’t neutral, as they are competing for funding.” In 
response, the official recommended that “we need to revisit these structures.” While 15 of the 25 key 
informants noted that weak coordination was hampering an effective HDC response in Northeast Syria, 
many key informants also noted that a lack of investment in localization/building local capacity is having a 
similar effect. Local Syrian NGOs reportedly are desperate for HDC. Some even have requested that 
HDC is mandated by donor agencies. Officials for Syrian NGOs are frustrated by the current 
humanitarian-development dichotomy where donors earmark funds either for humanitarian or 
development action, instead of supporting the sort of layering activities that promise to respond to need, 
instead of creating silos. The current collective approach appears to effectively undercut HDC aspirations 
by segmenting (not layering) humanitarian and development efforts, even those taking place in the same 
general locations. Prospects for a united humanitarian-development framework appear distant.  

Perhaps the most prominent example of underwhelming coordination is the presence of three curricula 
taught in the Raqqa area:  

1. The Syrian regime curriculum;  
2. The Autonomous Administration of Northeast Syria (AANES) curriculum; and  
3. the United Nations Self-Learning Program (SLP) materials (Rosen, 2021).  

Of these three curricula, only the Syrian Regime is able to offer accredited certificates. In stark contrast, 
the SLP is intended to be a non-formal feeder curriculum that prepares students to study the regime 
curriculum. Meanwhile, the AANES curriculum injects Kurdish history into the curriculum and promises 
no accreditation status. The absence of meaningful accreditation and certification for the SLP and AANES 
curricula represents a point of potential weakness in the education sector that runs the risk of being 
exploited by political actors in the future. This poses genuine risks to state security, with many key 
informants expressing an acute awareness of the danger that the absence of a development response 
poses. As one observed, “Raqqa is primed right now for the return of radical actors in the absence of 
meaningful long-term solutions.” 

Second (and in contrast to ISIS), the education system is significantly underfunded. Instead of investing in 
the key pillars of the education system, the SDF is struggling merely to maintain a modicum of service 
provision. A key informant summarized this point in the following way: “If SDF have to pretend that they 
are the authority, it is problematic. SDF do not know how to be leaders.” Other key informants were 
more pointed. One noted that SDF has been “belligerent” in how it actively prevents coordination and 
effective HDC. Although “the response has been more humanitarian, it should be more development-
orientated.” 

The small amount of humanitarian or development support for the education sector since the fall of ISIS 
in Raqqa severely constrains forward movement. This key location could benefit from shared outcomes 
and a common strategy between humanitarian and development actors (as promoted by HDC). 
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Competitive narratives and organizational constraints due to national and international politics prevent a 
transparent conversation about humanitarian aid delivery with its principles. With time, hindsight is 
becoming clearer. One donor official noted that not implementing HDC in the Northeast has been an 
oversight; “After 2017,” the official explained, “our approach has been humanitarian assistance before 
development. Part of this was based on realities. For example, making clearing explosive remnants of war 
[was] a priority. But maybe we should have been doing both at the same time.” A second donor official 
observed that “not addressing the curriculum or providing teacher training [in the] post-ISIS [era] 
exacerbated the situation.” Addressing both also would support an HDC-centered approach.  

Following the fall of ISIS in Raqqa, many participants observed that programs offer an alternative to ISIS’ 
education system and leadership. One interviewee noted that “There is no desire to back the [Syrian] 
regime or the SDF.” At the same time, "there hasn’t been the development of an alternative to SDF.” As 
a result, humanitarian and development actors seem to be stuck in a context that is unstable, with no 
viable political entity with which to engage. 
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YEMEN 

Context I: Before the Regime Overthrow in Early 2015 

Yemen prior to the dramatic events of early 2015 (the overthrow of the government by northern rebels, 
followed by Saudi Arabia’s heavy armed assault on the new government) was already a diminished, unstable 
nation. Longstanding grievances against the widely unpopular government of Ali Abdullah Saleh exploded 
in the upsurge of “Arab Spring” events across the region of 2011. Grievances from civil society and youth 
featured “frustration over the lack of economic opportunities and unemployment, corruption, government 
malfeasance, and food security, health, and education, which are among the lowest levels in the region.” 
The government was violent and inept at elementary governance, from “providing basic services” to 
“tackling enormous long-term challenges” such as “the moribund economic situation” and the threat of 
“transnational terrorist groups” (Gaston, 2014).  

As a result, protests in 2011 were almost inevitable, and they arrived with a vengeance. At that time, 
international development agencies and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) supported the drive in the 
streets for “good governance” (Schmitz, 2014). The National Dialogue Conference of 2014 introduced a 
short-lived transitional period that was precipitated, arguably, by IMF loan conditionalities calling for 
cutting the government’s fuel subsidies (Jarban, 2018). Huge protests ensued and the Houthi-led 
opposition snatched the opportunity to stage a coup early in 2015. Yemen’s largely peaceful transitional 
process was over. 

Even without the youth and civil society protests, and the dialogue and transitional government process 
that followed, Yemen faced extreme difficulties. It was “the poorest country in the [MENA region]”; it 
lacked “state control and rule of law in vast areas” of the nation; it was “burdened with broken 
institutions”; and it had “deeply divided internal politics” (Gaston, 2014). MOE efforts to take credit for 
improvements proved challenging. Even as it proclaimed that “Yemen has performed relatively well in 
expanding formal education opportunities,” it also admitted that “important challenges remain,” including 
these three:  

1. “Many children drop out of school early”, 
2. “Many others never even enter school,” and, meanwhile,  
3. “The school-age population is expected to rapidly increase” (Yemen MOE, 2013).  

Reporting from the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) shed 
more light on the dire formal education situation. Between 2009 and 2014, 63 percent of students 
completed their primary education; 45 percent completed lower secondary school; and 30 percent 
completed upper secondary school. While a surprising 89 percent youth literacy rate was claimed, it is 
revealing to note that 87 percent of those who were illiterate were female youth (Webb, 2018).  

The international donor community was reported to be “very involved” in educational reform and in 
active support of “national efforts” (Kefaya, 2007). Despite this support, elemental challenges persisted. 
Perhaps the most significant concerned teachers. One education expert working in Yemen before the 
2011 crisis recalled that there were problems concerning inadequate numbers of female teachers 
nationally, teacher shortages in rural areas, and the fact that “teachers often did not show up to school.” 
Meanwhile, “a parallel system of religious schools” arose in the 1990s, eventually reaching across “formerly 
socialist southern Yemen,” with the aim of “Islamiz[ing] society” (Transfeld, 2018).  
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Context II: After the Regime Overthrow in Early 2015 

Education quality in Yemen, already depleted and inadequate before the early 2015 events, descended 
precipitously afterward, ultimately struggling just to remain operational. The prior focus on access and 
quality transformed mainly into merely keeping schools and, to some degree, the two education systems 
(one on each side of the civil war) intact. Paying teachers (particularly in the North) emerged as a major 
systemic challenge. Across nearly six years (March 2015–February 2021), there were 465 combined 
attacks and militaries overtaking education facilities. Over eight million Yemeni children were “in need of 
emergency education support” — a nearly eight-fold increase from “pre-crisis” Yemen (December 2014). 
Schooling, it turns out, was only one of many Yemeni child and youth challenges. Eighty-five percent of 
children live in poverty and nearly half suffer from stunting (UNICEF, 2021). 

Yemeni youth surveyed in a recent study reported significant difficulties accessing all formal education 
levels, low educational and teacher quality, and a curriculum so outdated that some youth reported that 
“their grandparents [had] studied from the same curricula used in classrooms today” (Social Impact, 2021).  

Every one of those interviewed on the current state of Yemen’s education highlighted significant levels of 
disrepair and neglect. “What comes to my mind is disaster,” one expert summed up. “This is a 
catastrophe,” said another. Among the major challenges are “a huge dropout rate,” “no books to teach 
from” in some areas, “few schools” and even those have been bombed, and male and female youth “are 
facing risks in terms of reaching schools” due to “dangerous roads and the military presence.” The civil 
war also has divided the country and created “two Ministries of Education, two types of curricula and two 
types of evaluation systems,” a third expert stated. “Many education programs are stopped because of the 
two education ministries,” he added. In short, he concluded, “There is no coherence in the education 
system” and “No one is benefiting from education system priorities. No one at all.” “The automatic focus,” 
a fourth expert noted, “is humanitarian. I don’t hear any talk about recovery in Yemen.” Since the start of 
Yemen’s war, education’s downward and divisive spiral has severely limited the emergence of all of HDC’s 
four dimensions (protecting the integrity of humanitarian and development efforts, layering their 
interventions, encouraging collaborative work in the same locations and working toward shared 
outcomes). Instead, mere survival, usually in the form of desperate humanitarian responses to education 
crises, has dominated the educational context.  

The Turning Point for Yemen’s Education System 

According to the 14 interviews concerning Yemen’s educational context, by far the most critical moment 
for education in Yemen during the war was when the Central Bank shifted from Sana’a to Aden in 
September 2016 — not the events in early 2015. This is what bankrupted the Houthi-led government in 
Sana’a, from which they have never financially recovered. As one expert remarked, “When the banks 
moved to Aden, that’s when the power shifted,” as well. “After the Central Bank shifted to Aden,” another 
added, the Northern government “said they couldn’t pay salaries,” including for teachers. “They didn’t,” 
he explained. Another expert explained that, after the Central Bank’s exit from Sana’a, “The North had 
no income to do anything.”  
 
This has been devastating for the education system, since the MOE in Sana’a, with minor exceptions, 
cannot pay its teaching staff. It also has experienced high levels of destroyed school infrastructure: most 
of the bombs have been dropped by Saudi Coalition planes in the North, not Houthi missiles. Thus far, 
“The Saudi-led coalition has carried out thousands of air strikes,” which has left “tens of thousands of 
people” dead (BBC News 2022).  

The Incoherent, Contracting Education System 

Yemen’s war has punctured prospects for a cohesive and coherent education system. Positioning its 
current state either as approaching HDC or as a component of its more dominant international 
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counterpart (the Humanitarian-Development-Peacekeeping Nexus, or Triple Nexus), are both inaccurate. 
Instead, seven years after the war began and over a decade since the 2011 protests destabilized Yemen 
politically, the insistent international focus remains almost exclusively on short-term humanitarian crisis 
responses rather than profound and now-longstanding systemic disruption. All interviews and relevant 
reporting points to the state of education in Yemen as dire, in decline and shrinking in size. 

Since 2015, Yemen has featured two entirely separate education systems, each with its own MOE. The 
denial of this elemental fact — regarding the existence of two education sectors (each tied to a distinct 
government) — remains a stubborn and persistent trend in many (if not most) current publications on 
these topics. The strong tendency to refer to “the Government of Yemen” (that is, the government of 
South Yemen, formally known as the Republic of Yemen) obscures both the political reality and an 
accurate picture of educational needs. Together with most international donors insistently tagging their 
support for Yemen as humanitarian (and generally not for development or system support), Yemen’s 
dueling governments (and their respective MOEs) dominate almost every aspect of the education 
response. 

Appreciating Yemen’s enduring complexities benefits from glimpsing both a map (see below) and the 
country’s recent history. To begin with, the current separation between North and South is at least a 
century old. The area that historically has been known as North Yemen became independent in 1918 
(following the fall of the Ottoman Empire). Ironically, despite being founded by Muslim Shia Imams as a 
kingdom, North Yemen’s closest ally for many decades was Muslim Sunni-dominated Saudi Arabia (the 
Saudis currently are North Yemen’s most implacable foreign adversary).  

In contrast to North Yemen’s long-standing independence, South Yemen remained a British colony until 
1967 (the British had first established a Protectorate in 1839, based in the port city of Aden). South Yemen 
eventually became the only Communist nation in the MENA region. The two nations unified in 1990, 
although North-South tensions erupted into violent conflict in 1994. By 2015, the nation had once again 
split into North and South Yemen, with more-or-less the same boundary that has existed for decades (the 
territory today is slightly smaller) (UN Foundation (n.d.), Office of the Historian, Foreign Service Institute, 
United States Department of State (n.d.)).  

Two critical themes arise from this analysis:  
● First, while the interview data for this study suggests that North Yemen is cohesive in political and 

operational terms, South Yemen is politically splintered and lightly managed at the national level 
(as well as, according to several of those interviewed, exceptionally corrupt). In April 2022, a 
newly formed Presidential Council assumed power from President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi, 
who had left Yemen for Saudi Arabia in March 2015 (and never returned). Seven separate political 
factions are represented on the Council, including one (the Southern Transitional Council) that is 
based in South Yemen’s capital (Aden) and seeks to secede and become an independent nation 
(Milliken and Cafiero, 2022).  
 
Major international actors in the MENA Region, Europe and North America, as well as key 
multilateral actors such as the World Bank, the UN and GPE (GPE, 2022b), steadfastly regard 
Aden-based South Yemen as the formal government for all of Yemen. 
  

● Second, in geographic terms, North Yemen occupies the country’s northwest corner, with Sana’a 
as its capital. South Yemen formally is based in Aden, although it extends across the overwhelming 
majority of Yemen’s land mass.  

 
However, and very significantly, in terms of population, the proportions reverse. As one expert 
explained, “The [N]orthern population was, and remains, four to five times larger than that of the 
South” (Day, 2010). The most common proportion employed by experts on Yemen’s education 
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system was the North containing 80 percent of Yemen’s overall population. As one expert 
explained, “The land in the South is huge but the population in the North is endless.”  
 
The area that South Yemen controls is thought to be substantially less than 20 percent, since it 
exerts little to no control over the vast desert areas in the center and east of the nation (where 
the terrorist group, Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), maintains a strong presence). 
Experts surmised that perhaps 5 – 10 percent of all Yemenis reside in the nation’s center and east.  
 
This leaves South Yemen’s deeply divided but internationally recognized government presiding 
over as little as a tenth of Yemen’s population. The other 90 percent or so of Yemenis reside in 
territories controlled by adversaries (the overwhelming majority in the Houthi-led and Iran-
backed North, and some in areas under the control of AQAP).  

 
 

Figure 4: The Map is from: Political Geography Now, 2022, “Yemen Control Map & Report: Truce Pauses Fighting April 2022”, (April). 

 
Before the 2015 crisis, Yemen’s weak educational system was inundated with donor-led reforms and both 
humanitarian and development investments. Following the 2015 crisis, the education system was weaker 
still. War made assessments of the two MOEs’ institutional adaptability difficult to ascertain. It is certainly 
a player in the nation’s education cluster. However, the MOE for the South now is one of 37 actors 
(comprising 25 national NGOs, eight international NGOs, two government institutions and two UN 
agencies) focused on humanitarian-centered education action. Their collective efforts are coordinated by 
UNICEF and Save the Children (Global Education Cluster (Yemen), 2022). 

One persistent institutional challenge has been paying teacher salaries. Teachers are only part of the public 
sector corps that is “bloated with ghost workers,” a situation that has persisted since the pre-war era. It 
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has been significantly harder to pay teachers in the war-torn North. In the South, teachers are paid 
irregularly and at low wages. In the North, teachers reportedly have not been paid salaries for seven years. 
International agencies continue to provide teacher incentives sporadically to teachers in the North. This 
issue has not been resolved, and it again surfaces later in this study as one of the most significant and 
perplexing education and HDC issues in Yemen.  

A second truly sizable challenge emerges from difficulties in simply keeping girls in school. War, poverty, 
and low levels of female participation in schools have left many girls and young women in poverty “at risk 
to be married off in exchange for a dowry to support the families financially.” The underage marriage of 
girls was already alarmingly high before 2015 (an estimated half of all of the nation’s girls). Since that time, 
“more than two thirds of girls are married off underage” (Transfeld, 2018). Neither of Yemen’s 
governments nor non-government institutions active in the education sector have managed to counter 
this extraordinary challenge.  

Finally, the interview data and document analysis strongly suggest that the education system in the North 
in some places is more theoretical than actually present, given the loss of schools and the absence of 
teacher salaries for nearly seven years (with sporadic incentives only for some teachers in the North since 
that time). As will be detailed, the educational needs of the North combine humanitarian urgency with 
developmental recovery.  

Indeed, there was strong concern expressed during interviews about the destruction of infrastructure and 
the dramatic decline in educational quality and enrollment. The reach of Yemen’s two education systems 
appears to have contracted significantly since the outset of instability in 2011. Fewer students and teachers 
are part of the system (particularly in the North), and the system no longer includes post-primary 
adolescents and youth (with minor exceptions). Reduced access to quality education, together with a 
pronounced economic crisis, also has diminished education’s attraction: children and youth are reported 
to be steadily entering the labor force and military groups, with a notable reported proportion of girls 
pulling out of school to marry.  

Key Factors that Enable or Restrict Coherence 

A central challenge to HDC in all sectors is the steadfast, seven years-long orientation of international 
institutions on humanitarian funding and programming. There are five immediate implications of this 
approach for Yemen’s education sector and prospects for HDC:  

● First, the strong humanitarian emphasis has proven to be a savvy and effective fundraising 
approach. Recent research has suggested that “the Yemen response has focused overwhelmingly 
on fundraising alone” for the humanitarian effort. While generally regarded as successful, the 
fundraising narrative “must continue to captivate the world” by promoting the view that Yemen 
is “the world’s biggest humanitarian crisis and the biggest humanitarian response world-wide.” 
Reportedly, the dramatic narrative “must be sustained even if it is based on an exaggeration of 
needs” and cannot be challenged. According to several humanitarian officials, “Any broader 
analysis or solutions that lean toward acknowledging the limitations of humanitarian assistance 
within the response are strongly discouraged or shut down” (Vuylsteke 2021b). Since February 
2022, global attention on protracted humanitarian emergencies such as Yemen have been 
superseded by war in Ukraine.  

On the ground, the Education Cluster has an emphatically humanitarian-focused orientation 
toward the education situation. Their data details support gaps in the educational response (in 
areas such as education system support and school feeding, desks, and rehabilitation) (Yemen 
Education Cluster 2020). The absence of a development counterpart to the Education Cluster 
hampers prospects for effective HDC support.  
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● Second, the baked-in humanitarian response prioritizes short-term remedies over system 
recovery. The absence of humanitarian-development layering (a core HDC principle) is expressed 
in key priorities such as tents for classrooms (not buildings of populations that are static); teacher 
incentives (not salaries, particularly in the North, where most teachers work); and few (or no) 
textbooks in class. None of these measures address elemental system challenges, some of which 
have existed since before the war began (such as corruption and teacher attendance and quality).  

● Third, the strong humanitarian emphasis undercuts prospects for HDC and effectively awards 
legitimacy to a single Ministry of Education. Reportedly, none of the four top officials of the MOE 
for South Yemen are based in the administrative capital (Aden). Two are based in other cities in 
Yemen (including the Minister) while two others reside, respectively, in Saudi Arabia and Egypt. 
In addition, reports of systemic corruption persist. “The corruption is not as strong as before [the 
war], but still, it is there,” one education expert observed. One analyst insisted that international 
donors must “demand and support accountability” from donor recipients such as the South 
Yemen government (Qasem, 2018). Donors reportedly have yet to do so: “most institutional 
support” from international donors “has been given without proper oversight and accountability” 
(Veylsteke 2021a). This is inherently problematic, since the reported “reality on the ground 
resembles a fractured state” that is “bereft of a central authority seen as legitimate” (Sharp, 2021). 
This state of affairs has not halted international humanitarian and development actors from relying 
heavily on the government in the South, even as it represents a small minority of all Yemenis. The 
issue itself reportedly is sensitive. As a prominent international education official related, “No one 
wants to talk about it.” 

● Fourth, reliable and unbiased information and data are key to making sound investments in aid and 
development, but are typically scarce in these contexts, but it’s not always because of the scarcity 
of data. A critical outcome of heavy international reliance on the South Yemen MOE has been its 
control of education data for the entire country, including the North. “The majority of data” on 
which international agencies base their fundraising and presentation of humanitarian crisis in 
Yemen “is collected by the [South Yemen government] authorities.”18 They are even granted 
responsibility for collection in areas of Yemen that their adversaries, the well-armed Houthi 
opposition, control (and where most Yeminis reside). The Southern MOE “controls all needs 
assessments and data collection” for the nation (Vuylsteke, 2021b) which in turn drives aid and 
development priorities. This simultaneously creates the perception of — if not actual — bias 
favoring the South Yemen government, potentially exacerbating the conflict and decreasing the 
prospects for a shared vision of education for all Yemenis.  

● Finally, although the education system is in collapse due to humanitarian conditions, key informants 
and published analysis made clear that the required responses are mainly systemic and 
developmental: paying salaries to teachers and training them, rebuilding schools, resolving 
curriculum disputes, and so on. Eight of 14 of interviewees highlighted threatened quality and 
textbooks as major issues for education in Yemen while nine of 14 highlighted the significance of 
destroyed education infrastructure. Nonetheless, although the international community has been 
urged to reverse course and “invest in economic and political development projects” instead of 
restricting “funding to humanitarian relief” (Qasem, 2018), reporting on the ground points 
strongly towards limited and largely humanitarian assistance for education, such as tents instead 
of classrooms or teacher incentives instead of salaries. After two years of working on education 
in Yemen, one international official lamented that the official’s “humanitarian colleagues still don’t 
think that education is a priority.” The orientation undercuts the mere prospect for HDC for the 
sector.  

 
18 This is also true for Syria and Lebanon. 
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Notwithstanding these considerable challenges to HDC for Yemen’s education, there are four factors that 
promise to support or enable HDC. The first is strong indications from interviews with officials based in 
Yemen that there is reasonably effective humanitarian coordination among the five hubs of the Education 
Cluster. Even so, there is much room for improvement: only two of the hubs are based in North Yemen.  

The second is urgency. Education professionals focused on Yemen described a disintegrating education 
system with limited support. “We should do something to save the education system from collapsing,” 
one official remarked. “Yemen is a forgettable country,” a second suggested. In addition, “Education is 
neglected from the humanitarian response because they say that education is a development activity.” A 
second metaphor may be more accurate: system evaporation, as teachers and students are reportedly 
leaving the system, particularly in the North (the situation is detailed below).  

Third, there have been successful negotiations featuring the rival MOEs on the Transitional Education Plan 
(TEP), with UNICEF reportedly leading the way in negotiations. Without outwardly stating it, the TEP 
effectively recognizes South Yemen as the government of all of Yemen, an assertion the government of 
the North consistently disputes (Republic of Yemen, 2019). Implying that only one government exists in 
Yemen is a common distortion of reality. The South Yemen government has no authority over North 
Yemen, and vice versa.  

Fourth, there is a World Bank pilot project that incorporates an HDC-like approach. One official explained 
that “World Food Programme does the school feeding, UNICEF does school rehabilitation and provides 
teacher incentives, and Save the Children does capacity building and teacher training.” The focus of all of 
this work is “on the basics.” One official then shared a set of questions which the collective team is asking: 
“Are teachers showing up at school?” “Are there books in schools?” “Do kids even see any value in going 
to school?” “Is there a school infrastructure?” The questions underscore the dire state of Yemeni 
education. The sole focus of this pilot project is primary school.  

The looming and powerful presence of the two Ministries of Education headlines four prominent 
challenges that promise to restrict HDC on the ground:  

1. The two MOEs: “We have two governments and two Ministries of Education: everything is two,” 
an education expert explained. While enmeshed in a bitter, deadly war is not surprising that every 
decision involving the two MOEs is contentious, slow, and difficult to resolve. Just working with 
the MOE for the North is challenging. As one education expert explained, the government in the 
North “forced out some teachers and replaced them with their volunteers.” They also are “using 
schools to recruit children for military use.” This likely is an incomplete picture of the situation, 
given reports of militarization inside schools on both sides of the conflict. In the view of one 
expert, the numbers of schools that are used as military camps or ammunition dumps, or have 
been completely destroyed, cannot be verified (although estimates run as high as over 2,900 
schools; according to education sources, the total estimated number of schools in Yemen is 
10,500). The fractious and dangerous education environment is also distracting, even as the need 
to layer humanitarian and development action across Yemen is so pressing.  

A component of the South-North dynamic is the exceptional focus of international action on the 
South while the education system in the North has experienced far more significant losses due to 
school destruction and the erosion of student and teacher populations. The persistent challenge 
concerning the twin MOEs surfaced as a prime reason why the education sector in Yemen lacks 
coherence: the MOE in the North runs a system for a population four times the size. That remains 
a consistent barrier to coherent education support, given heavy donor focus on the government 
in the South. Meanwhile, the Northern government is, effectively, “running without a national 
budget,” according to one education expert.  

2. Lack of clarity about HDC and the Triple Nexus: Interviews on education in Yemen surfaced a lack 
of clarity over the difference between HDC and the humanitarian-development-peacebuilding 
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Nexus. This is not surprising, given that HDC is a new concept in Yemen while the Triple Nexus 
entered discussions among international actors in 2018–2019 and was integrated into the 
humanitarian response plan for Yemen in 2021 (Vuylsteke 2021a). The interviews thus inspired 
curiosity as well as confusion among some interviewees. As one observed, “It’s different. I’m trying 
to see how HDC works. It’s different from the Humanitarian-development-peacebuilding Nexus.” 
Another confessed that “I haven't heard of HDC. I'm assuming it's the same as the Nexus.” A 
donor official asked, “Is HDC the same as Nexus? I've heard [the HDC] term too often in Yemen.” 
Others found the new concept (HDC) intriguing. As one expert stated, “I like ‘coherence’ [in 
HDC] because it signifies action. Nexus is just a place, a spot, while coherence implies you have 
to lead into something.”  

3. Teachers: The interview data revealed an overwhelming focus on teachers as the primary 
educational challenge in Yemen. The sources are deep and longstanding: teachers used to receive 
salaries but did not necessarily show up at school with regularity (in rural areas; reportedly, this 
has not been a major concern for schools in rural areas). There also have been historic teacher 
shortages in rural areas. Teacher training, reportedly, was weak even before the war. Since 
September 2016, the situation has radically changed. Teachers in the North do not receive salaries; 
however, it is not known if some receive incentives or how this arrangement effects quality or 
learning outcomes. The effect is that donor responses are sporadic; occasionally supplying short-
term teacher incentives to teachers in the North — a USAID official reported that the agency 
cannot pay salaries for teachers in North Yemen. The MOE in the North cannot pay salaries 
either. Reports of teachers leaving in significant numbers because they are not paid salaries (and 
often nothing at all) were made by nearly all those interviewed. For this reason alone, there is 
concern about system collapse in the North. 

Thirteen of the 14 interviewed about Yemen’s context highlighted teacher issues as a major 
priority concern. No other education issue received this level of attention. Comments from 
interviewees highlighted the dire situation surrounding teachers and the ability of the education 
system to continue to operate (particularly in the North). One education expert stated that “The 
biggest issue now is the teachers. Only 40 percent are working.” Another observed that “Many 
[salaried] teachers had to leave the profession to provide for themselves, as the government salary 
is very low.” This comment only applies to teachers in the South, as they are the only teachers 
receiving salaries. Regarding teachers in the North (where approximately 70 percent of Yemen’s 
teacher corps live and work), another asked, ““How can teachers work without salaries? The 
problem is in Sana’a: the teachers are not paid.” Some in the North are “attending schools just to 
keep their names on the list, in case salaries are provided in the future, and to not be suspended,” 
another expert noted. One reported dimension of the teacher challenge is that both MOEs do 
not prioritize support for teachers. As one expert explained, “There’s no improving of teacher 
performance, no teacher training, no improving learning outcomes. There’s no interest to do 
these things on either side.”  

4. A Shrinking Education System: Humanitarian conditions have shrunk the education system’s reach. 
With the exception of small numbers of secondary and other post-primary schools, and some 
support to the university level, Yemen’s education system focuses almost exclusively on primary 
school, and primary school-aged children. Recent research suggests adolescent and youth 
participation in the education system is decreasing. The humanitarian crisis has significantly 
reduced the two school systems’ reach and possibilities for inclusion. The interviews revealed 
three dimensions of system shrinkage. One has been detailed earlier in this section: the extensive 
destruction of schools, and dire shortages of classrooms and textbooks. Second, teachers and 
students are exiting the education systems, particularly in the North. As one education expert 
detailed, “Education is suffering a lot in the North. This is causing problems for the future, with 
students moving to child labor and child recruitment into military organizations.“ According to 
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official statistics, “the war has driven more than 400,000 children to leave their schools and work 
at an early age — ranging between 5 and 17 years old“ (Aldali and Abduslalam 2021).  

Third, ‘education’ for the twin systems essentially equates with primary schooling. While there is 
some reported support for tertiary education, interviewees explained that support for post-
primary education scarcely exists. As one official noted, “The Education Cluster always prioritizes 
primary education.” In contrast, “When we talk about youth, we talk about skills, not secondary 
education. We talk about [their] relevance to security, not education and rights.” An international 
education official stated the situation plainly: “The youth are excluded from education. When it 
comes to youth, we cannot cover that population.” Given the situation, one education official 
contended that “The greatest challenge since 2015 is the engagement of male youth in the armed 
groups.” As the war years have rolled on, the absence of HDC-centered action (highlighted by 
the small amount of development investment in the education system) has left Yemen’s education 
system distorted and, with minor exceptions, wholly unable to provide post-primary education to 
Yemenis.  
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FINDINGS AND THE FOUR RESEARCH QUESTIONS: A REVIEW 
The HDC concept for the field of education in crisis and emergency situations is new and (to date) largely 
untested. It also has yet to be adapted to the four phases of a response: pre-crisis/preparedness; 
acute/emergency; protracted/chronic; and post-crisis. HDC thus is a very long way from being 
mainstreamed. There indeed are promising developments recorded in this study. In addition, research and 
analysis have isolated a selection of prominent (if not obvious) education issues in need of remedies. This 
study mainly highlights gaps and challenges in the country, together with available remedies (should they 
be taken on board). Even as the education status quo reported here clearly is insufficient, with strong 
indications of gaps (and deficits) in support and service delivery for education sectors, this study also noted 
that, in general, the collective conviction to actively support and implement HDC remains in the early 
stages. However necessary, changing established organizational and sectoral norms, policies and practices 
is hard to do.  

HDC provides a roadmap for substantially improving the delivery of coherent and effective education in 
contexts marked by crisis and emergency. With an eye toward a much more encouraging future, this 
section briefly outlines answers to the study’s four research questions that surfaced from the research 
and analysis for this study (with context-specific analysis and recommendations provided in the subsequent 
sections).  

1. What evidence, tools, and other resources for decision-making currently exist that assist or inform 
coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance actors in the MENA region?  

There is a collective realization that the current education setup in the three contexts investigated here 
is generally unsatisfactory. This becomes more obvious as crisis timelines expand (often with no 
immediately foreseeable endpoint).  

No evidence emerged that any of HDC’s three central tools (or resources) — OECD’s Humanitarian 
Development Coherence (Fabre, 2017), USAID’s White Paper: Education and Humanitarian-Development 
Coherence (Nicolai et al., 2019) and INEE’s Humanitarian-Development Coherence in Education: Working 
Together in Crisis Contexts (2021) — have established a presence or sizable degree of influence on decision-
making for the education sector on the ground. Their potential influence is not boosted by the 
unavailability in non-English languages (INEE’s publication is the exception: it is available in a total of 5 
languages). It is further undercut by the rival ideas and conceptions relating to a second potential setup 
for education, the Triple Nexus19. Of the two, the latter is far more established and locally familiar, in 
general, than HDC. A critical comparative advantage for HDC is its particular focus on the education 
sector. However, thus far, this benefit has yet to demonstrate significant impact.  

The primary decision-making exception concerning HDC is its notable influence over two large-scale basic 
education development programs: one in Lebanon (Quality Instruction Towards Access and Basic 
Education Improvement, or QITABI), the other in Yemen (a World Bank pilot resilience project operating 
in North and South Yemen featuring the involvement of World Food Programme, UNICEF and Save the 
Children). While this is an encouraging development, there are important observations. First, the ability 
of particular donors and practitioners to establish internal control over the setup of their own initiative 
limits the sort of necessary negotiation (and compromise) with other actors that sector-wide HDC would 
require. Comparatively, programs are controlled spaces for experimentation, which facilitated the 
emergence of HDC. Second, both programs focused on primary school education. Without the full picture 
of education programming in these contexts, this could reflect the limited scope of education in emergency 

 
19 “The HDP triple nexus is the term used to capture the interlinkages between the humanitarian, development and peace sectors. 
It specifically refers to attempts in these fields to work together to more effectively meet peoples' needs, mitigate risks and 
vulnerabilities, and move toward sustainable peace.” (Nguya and Siddiqui, 2020). 
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settings, even when crisis conditions extend across years (and sometimes decades). In the two cases, 
HDC’s impact aligned with the strong primary school orientation in humanitarian contexts.  

2. What funding sources and financing models are used to increase coherence between humanitarian aid 
and development assistance actors in the education sector, what are the challenges, and what lessons 
have been learned from past crises?  

The research identified limited indications of operational funding sources or financial models that were 
HDC-influenced. Established, on-the-ground approaches to education in crisis conditions largely rely on 
Education Clusters and education authorities. In principle, this duo could provide a foundation for HDC: 
while Education Clusters are emphatically humanitarian in function and orientation, Ministries of Education 
(among other education authorities) generally veer toward system recovery and development. Just 
perhaps, an important humanitarian-development ‘fit’ could become apparent.  

The three cases examined here sketched a different reality. To begin with, two of the three cases featured 
more than one education authority (three in the Raqqa area of Syria, two in Yemen). As for Lebanon, 
contextual challenges (worsening economic climate, COVID-19 closures for basic services and long-term 
support for refugees) has challenged the provision of high-quality, equitable education. This has led to 
short-term strategies that have yet to strike a balance and mirror HDC consistently. In addition, Education 
Clusters are fueled by humanitarian funding and emphasis, while education authorities rely on international 
donor funding to operate — most of which arrives from humanitarian sources (sometimes via Education 
Cluster operations). Since funding sources and financial models with a development focus are scarce, the 
potential to boost coherence between humanitarian and development actors largely is undercut. 

As detailed in a subsequent section (Examining the Three Cases Together: MENA Regional Analysis), the 
small amount of development funding for education sectors in the three crisis contexts emerged as 
perhaps the most prominent constraint to HDC in the MENA region. Humanitarian actors need 
development partners to assemble HDC. Key informants for this research anecdotally reported that 
partners lack the comparative staff presence, funding and heft that their humanitarian counterparts retain. 
These education contexts, including their funding and financing models, thus remain strongly influenced by 
powerful humanitarian actors. The necessary humanitarian-development balance that viable coherence 
requires, in short, has yet to reliably emerge.  

3. (a) What institutional policies and practices do humanitarian and development actors use to increase 
coherence with each other?  

One set of policy and practice indicators of HDC arose from an unlikely source: ISIS. Their institutional 
policies and practices in Northeast Syria encouraged an HDC-like education sector (in some respects), 
with an integrated humanitarian and development approach to (some) educational challenges.  

Beyond this troubling example, and the two education programs highlighted earlier in this section, efforts 
to increase humanitarian-development coherence via institutional policies and practices was scarce. That 
said, evidence from all three cases points toward a potential to generate the makings of coherence. First, 
ECW is oriented toward coordinated humanitarian action in education sectors, while GPE focuses on 
supporting development-oriented responses (albeit with increasing mandate creep in Syria, legal research 
for how to operate in crisis settings, and a policy document for engagement in crisis settings). They appear 
to be natural multilateral counterparts. Despite this promise, no evidence of substantive ECW and GPE-
led coherence emerged. In addition, there was a general absence of agreed strategies and coordinated, 
humanitarian-development response plans in all three contexts.  

Second, the education setups on the ground struggle to approach coherence. In Yemen, the dueling 
Ministries of Education challenge institutions to secure policies and practices that increase coherence. As 
a result, North Yemen (where 70-80% of the entire system resides) remains underfunded and focused 
almost exclusively on humanitarian response. In Northeast Syria, the education system struggles merely 
to function, with weak coordination and three separate education authorities vying for influence. 
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Meanwhile, Lebanon’s MOE reportedly segregates humanitarian from development action in its national 
efforts while distrust separates international donors from Lebanese government counterparts. All three 
systems on the ground feature dysfunction, and HDC-inspired policies and practices have yet to make a 
sustained impact.  

Third, the policies and practices of international donors often are hampered by internal restrictions that 
limit their ability to demonstrate HDC for the same contexts. In addition, red line policies (e.g. a policy of 
non-engagement with the Government of Syria, meaning challenges investing in Government institutions 
like the Ministry of Education) that influence major donor institutions (reviewed in Examining the Three 
Cases Together: MENA Regional Analysis) can politically constrain them from spurring (much less 
supporting) balanced, coherent and adequate support for education sectors. Thus far, in short, the policies 
and practices in play, for practitioners as well as donors, serve to weaken more often than fortify HDC 
for education.  

3. (b) What is the most effective way to plan, sequence, and layer interventions and activities to meet 
collective education and protection outcomes for crisis-affected children in the MENA region?  

Excepting the promising indications provided in this study, the challenges that largely stand in the way of 
HDC in the MENA region call for substantive reforms to the norms, practices, and policies of education 
actors and donors. Given their substance and significance, they are comprehensively addressed via the 
following combination of resources:  

● First, in the recommendations for each country case, as well as for the MENA region, in this study.  

● Second, in the globally focused HDC toolkits, which the authors of this study also wrote.  

4. What new or revised decision-making tools, institutional policies and procedures, and financing models are 
recommended for use by USAID education, youth, crisis and conflict, and Mission staff to support 
coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance to the education sector in the MENA 
region?  

The recommendations that follow in this study, in combination with the tools provided in the twin HDC 
toolkits, collectively provide detailed guidance for relevant USAID staff to help them enhance HDC-
informed policies, procedures, and financing models.  

However, while it is clear that some suggested remedies are of the “quick win” variety, most are not. 
Attaining HDC, within USAID and in other institutions, calls for a mix of focused and sustained 
engagement, leadership, negotiation, and compromise. Restrictions on education support for internal 
humanitarian offices within donor institutions (such as USAID’s Bureau of Humanitarian Affairs), political 
constraints on action in particular contexts, and insufficient coordination with counterpart humanitarian 
and development actors (as well as education authorities) constitute only three kinds of the many 
challenges that surfaced via this research effort. In response, the study team’s recommendations and tools 
collectively provide USAID and its many partners with a viable and (potentially) highly effective way 
forward.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEBANON, SYRIA, AND YEMEN 
LEBANON 

Lebanon is often cited in global literature as having promising nascent practices of HDC. UN reports 
stated that Lebanon is “where nexus programing is most advanced” citing the Comprehensive Refugee 
Response Framework (Nguya and Siddiqui, 2020) as well as the development of shared outcomes reflected 
in national plans (Center on International Cooperation, 2019). Taking a retrospective look at a key event 
can be productive in helping practitioners, donors, and education authorities alike avoid the mistakes of 
the past, or more intentionally repeat positive practices of the past.  

The recommendations from the Lebanon case study are: 

1. Mandate HDC consistently when engaging with MOE and Higher Education (MEHE) and NGOs: 
Practitioners and donors are appealing for HDC in Lebanon, with one donor noting that “We are 
not thinking about the long-term impact in Lebanon at the moment. Right now, is not the time to 
stop coherence. We need to make sure we keep the bare minimum for development going. All 
of these political questions shouldn’t affect children’s long-term futures.” The theme of 
competition between NGOs and INGOs superseding needs is a concern and mandating HDC 
promises to help overcome this challenge. 

2. Increase Flexible Funding for HDC before and during Crises: Efforts to support HDC were more 
apparent prior to the 2019 protests and subsequent economic downturn.20 The Lebanon case 
study (supported by findings on Syria and Yemen) highlighted that when development assistance 
is withdrawn in times of crisis (e.g. 90% aid cuts from the Foreign, commonwealth & Development 
Office (FCDO) in 2020/21), major gaps such as teacher pay emerge. Pathways between non-formal 
and formal education weaken and a lack of capacity building at all levels of the system arises. These 
foundations of an education system need to be preserved particularly in times of crisis. An 
education sector plan that includes scenarios for how to dial up or dial down humanitarian or 
development funding may help donors adapt, as well as a sector plan that communicates a long-
term vision (greater than five or ten years) for the sector, which may be a useful foundation for 
the development of shared outcomes. There is a need for more adaptive programming in Lebanon. 

3. Establish Humanitarian-Development Counterparts: The government in Lebanon is generally skeptical 
of NGOs and has a development-focused lens for its education response. At the same time, 
coordination is good in Lebanon, particularly amongst humanitarian actors. In response, 
establishing development counterparts to humanitarian coordinators is required. This would bring 
two benefits: 1) Closer coordination and coherence between humanitarian and development 
actors who could respond to need together rather than respond separately; and 2) The 
government is likely to be more receptive to NGO/INGO lobbying if both a humanitarian and 
development perspective is present. The node, “We need development counterparts to 
humanitarian coordination” was cited by three of ten informants reporting on Lebanon. 

4. Facilitate HDC by featuring pragmatic advisors who ask, “How Do We Find Solutions to do This?” 
Transparent conversations with practitioners can help adaptive programming. In Lebanon, 
pragmatic thinking was key to helping QITABI flex and adapt during crisis and layer humanitarian 
and development interventions. Transparent discussion about the limitations and opportunities of 
U.S. Congressional funding helped the team to understand that they needed to be able to link 

 
20 Complexity thinking would encourage us to conceptualize Lebanon as a context of known unknowns, otherwise known as a 
‘complicated system’ (as opposed to a complex, chaotic, obvious or disordered system). Theory for a ‘complicated system’ 
encourages us to apply systems thinking, and in turn would be supportive of ‘doubling down’ on an HDC approach. This is not 
however what has happened in practice. Complexity thinking and tools for assessing systems will be further explored in the 
toolkit (Snowden 2022). 
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humanitarian assistance to learning outcomes and demonstrate the relationship between school 
feeding and household care baskets and learning outcomes. This creative thinking (within the 
limitations of Congressional funding) helped the team to implement HDC and flex as context 
dictated. 

5. Support an independent and neutral coordination body for the education sector: Lebanon (like many 
contexts in the MENA region and globally) lacks a neutral party. The UN is playing a multi-faceted 
and at times contradictory role: funder, implementer, researcher, coordinator, and advisor to the 
government. This puts them in a privileged position that must be handled with care. Irrespective 
of how well the position is managed, the lack of a neutral body for coordination is making 
relationships tense and is eroding confidence in principled aid that responds to need21. Supporting 
an independent and neutral coordination body promises to reflect the holistic needs of the 
education sector which is critical for a context where NGO-government suspicion is already rife.  

SYRIA (RAQQA, NORTHEAST SYRIA) 

HDC is not a de facto ‘the best’ or ‘the right’ intervention. An appraisal of the context will determine 
what balance between humanitarian and development investment is required. HDC is instead an approach 
to layering humanitarian and development interventions to correspond more closely to need.  

The recommendations that emerged from this case study are: 
1. Maintain humanitarian and development funding during crises to protect and sustain the education sector: 

Where there is an absence of HDC — particularly development assistance — it can expose a 
power vacuum and question the ability of education authorities to respond to community needs. 
When there are crises, development assistance is typically withdrawn as we saw at the start of 
the Syria crisis (and largely continued for the next 11 years), when in fact it may be when it is 
needed much more than humanitarian support. One key informant noted that it is important to 
learn from the past in order to avoid previous errors. 

2. In a protracted crisis, joint ongoing humanitarian-development needs assessments, joint monitoring and 
shared goals are crucial: This case study highlighted that need under both the ISIS and SDF regimes. 
The response under the SDF was mainly humanitarian. At present, the response does not reflect 
HDC, and there are significant developmental gaps. To overcome this challenge, organizations in 
Syria are requesting that HDC be mandated in calls for tender. A common vision, goals and 
outcomes need to be developed.  

3. Apply development assistance pragmatically and in response to long-term needs: To operationalize 
HDC, it is important that there is more pragmatic thinking from practitioners and donors alike. 
Politics means that in trying to operationalize HDC. As three donors put it, “there must be a 
handful of contexts where the goal is simultaneously to cripple the system and tear it down and 
sanction it —– our political drivers —– and strengthen the education system and improve learning 
outcomes and build a system that functions for all children — development drivers.” To avoid this 
harmful contradiction, it is important that politics is separated further from the education 
response to ensure that responses ‘do no harm’ and respond to need. A good starting point would 
be removing the association between development assistance and state strengthening or 
engagement. 

 
21 UNICEF are afforded their operating space (permits, office rental etc.) at the good will of the Government. UNICEF in Yemen 
and Syria are the lead for the cluster coordination system for education and are required to uphold a neutral position reflecting 
the humanitarian imperative. As an organization UNICEF has the values of “Care, respect, integrity, trust and accountability” 
which are decoupled from humanitarian or development spaces. UNICEF is often a trusted government advisor, a lead for the 
Cluster system, a grant recipient of humanitarian, development, and stabilization funding, and a fund raiser with a mandate to call 
out abuses of human rights (e.g. attacks on education). 
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4. Adjust coordination to eliminate silos and conflicts of interest: Coordination is lacking in Syria. 
Humanitarian coordination system have low capacity, and are underinvested and “unwelcoming,” 
as one NGO described it. The UN occupies a multi-function role at WOS level, as a coordinator, 
funder, and practitioner, with perhaps the closest relationship of any actor with the Syrian regime. 
There also is no body to coordinate development inputs to the education sector. As a 
humanitarian leader in Syria noted, “Coordination mechanisms don’t help, they exclude other 
actors.” Coordination systems need to be reconceptualized. Independence needs to be 
prioritized, and to best support the education sector. Key informants are asking for coordination 
structures to represent both humanitarian and development stakeholders.  

YEMEN 

1. Upgrade Focus on the North: There is an immediate need to question the current heavy reliance on 
the Republic of Yemen’s (that is, South Yemen’s) education authorities. Beyond questions 
concerning their reliability and performance (detailed earlier in the Yemen section), there is the 
larger question of whether it is strategic.  

The political calculus likely provides a strong argument to support this. However, in terms of the 
provision of education to Yemenis, the argument is much less compelling, for the simple reason 
that the MOE for the South is responsible for perhaps a tenth of Yemen’s population. Illustrative 
of the current South-focused trend among international actors is the fact that the majority of the 
Education Cluster’s Hubs are in the South, not the North. These proportions do not reflect the 
fact that perhaps eight in ten of Yemen’s teachers and students are in North Yemen.  

Awarding disproportionate attention and support to the South — when the majority of the 
education system, and its students and teachers, resides in the North (and under the control of 
the MOE for North Yemen) — calls for an immediate and continuous reassessment, particularly 
given the overall education system’s ongoing decline. Developing a more coherent humanitarian-
development approach to education challenges in Yemen underscores the need for this shift. 

2. Shift to System Support (Especially in the North): The strong current emphasis on humanitarian 
response by donor agencies cannot address the paramount need for system recovery. 
Unintentionally, it is promoting the system’s slow demise, especially in the North.  

The research and analysis make clear that the top education sector priority is supporting 
education for Yemenis in North Yemen. That is because the overwhelming majority of Yemenis 
live there. Short-term, restricted humanitarian funding support typically reserved for the North is 
also unintentionally facilitating system decline.  

While appreciating the sizable challenge of investing in rebel-held territory, the following 
education system facts nonetheless stand out: without regular payments for teachers and 
functioning schools for students, both are likely to continue exiting the education system. 
Reversing this decline by layering dramatically increased development investments alongside the 
humanitarian funding mix is urgently necessary.  

3. Prioritize Teacher Support: Formal education can continue (to some degree) without walls, roofs 
and even books. However, education comes to a virtual halt without teachers. This is an 
unavoidably immediate concern for Yemen’s education system. There is a need to swiftly enable 
the sustained payment of teachers in the North — where most teachers reside and work — to 
slow the education system's contraction and the ongoing exit of its teaching corps.  

Paying teachers is an immediate HDC priority. The sporadic, humanitarian-centered provision of 
incentives of limited length to some teachers in North Yemen has proven insufficient. Teachers 
living and working there have lacked a salary, reportedly, for at least seven years. Accordingly, a 
development-focused approach is required. Regular and consistent teacher payments (termed 
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salaries or incentives) promise to stem the tide of teachers exiting the system. They also promise 
to strengthen the foundation for a coherent shift from stopgap humanitarian support to education 
to system-oriented development support for Yemen’s education sector.  

 
4. Repair the System — Primary School Contraction: Yemen’s war split the education system in two and 

shook it to its core. It also dramatically shrunk its breadth. Submerged by war, Yemen’s education 
system features primary schooling and little else. While this is understandable given the extreme 
nature of the civil war, it does not constitute, much less approximate, a vital and complete 
education system. 

Measures should be instituted to address Yemen’s shrunken educational offerings. Yemen’s vast 
population of out-of-school adolescents and youth should be targeted for formal and/or 
accelerated education. A potentially effective approach, and one that demonstrates the 
peacebuilding principle of inclusion, is remote learning to complete primary school and 
dramatically expand access to accelerated and/or secondary education.  

While unit costs for secondary education on school compounds typically are high, remote learning 
can be cost-efficient and effective. It also can provide flexible hours to adolescents and youth who 
must work but also seek to continue primary and secondary schooling. Remote learning in areas 
of adequate access or insecurity also promises to offer protection in three important ways:  

• First, it protects young people from attending schools that routinely are targeted for 
military attack and occupation.  

• Second, it provides an accessible education alternative to child labor and military 
soldiering.  

• Third, it creates an option for girls and young women to continue their studies in locales 
where it has become a dangerous and declining option for them.  

The learning courses should allow for regular meetings with teachers (or tutors), who can provide 
in-person guidance and support. This is particularly important for young people who have been 
away from school for extended periods.  

Finally, remote learning for primary and secondary schooling (and, possibly, tertiary education) embodies 
HDC aspirations by employing a viable and coherent response to a humanitarian need in a way that 
bolsters the development of an inclusive education system. If constructed and implemented in ways that 
respond and support youth student concerns, the remote learning option promises to open up educational 
opportunities to far more young people than formal secondary education. For example, it has the potential 
to allow: Youth to access education without the risk of attending a school that military units could attack; 
and Flexible hours, so young people can study and learn while also holding down work, household and 
parenting responsibilities.  

Education systems cannot be inclusive when potential students are simply unable to attend. Expensive 
remedies such as secondary schooling in a particular location cannot include many youth in the first place 
(attending also is potentially dangerous). Remote learning promises to simultaneously address elemental 
protection and scheduling concerns, and in a way that could become, in contrast to formal secondary 
schools, significantly safer, more responsive to youth priorities, more able to include far more youth 
forced to balance a multitude of responsibilities – and much more cost effective. Fortunately, while 
concerns exist about the viability for remote learning in all parts of Yemen, support for expanding remote 
learning nonetheless is widespread (see, for example, Global Partners in Education 2022, Nagi 2021, 
UNICEF 2021, USAID 2022). 

5. Invest in Ongoing Contextual Analysis: A significant and consistent research finding was the sense that 
foreigners do not sufficiently understand Yemen’s context. Accordingly, there is a need for 
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education actors — both on the ground and in headquarter offices — to learn and appreciate 
Yemen’s context, and then customize their response to fit it. Major education actors also could 
hire more local staff to help guide them. Key informants related that prominent Yemen-specific 
concerns — such as the two MOEs, the tendency to apply humanitarian funding to address 
systemic challenges and the ongoing challenge of teacher compensation in the North — are not 
adequately understood or addressed. 

In response, and to facilitate a coherent humanitarian-development response, investment in 
unbiased, objective research on the central issues that uniquely impact education in Yemen should 
be undertaken. The reporting should be regularly and routinely updated, focus on the broader 
context of Yemeni education (political, regional, cultural, religious dimensions, what happens when 
children, adolescents, and youth leave or cannot access education, and core education concerns) 
and be used to inform strategic, tactical and operational planning and implementation. Donor 
officials also can energize and boost their contextual expertise by speaking regularly, and in safe 
environments, to local counterparts about education dynamics on the ground and relying on local 
staff to guide their strategy.  
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EXAMINING THE THREE CASES TOGETHER: MENA REGIONAL 
ANALYSIS 
None of the cases examined here — Lebanon, Syria and Yemen — suggested that the current education 
status quo was sufficient or satisfactory. Questions and challenges concerning coherence expressed 
themselves in terms of humanitarian-development connections and the breadth of formal education 
offerings. As a result, elemental issues consistently surfaced in the document and interview research phases 
for this study. They included: 

● The persistent dominance of short-term humanitarian funding in protracted conflict settings;  

● Poor coordination between humanitarian and development actors;  

● Challenges associated with development assistance when the government is enmeshed in the 
conflict; and the provision of basic humanitarian provisions that cannot accommodate immediate 
or longer-term education requirements. 

Below are three sets of regional findings that emerged from the research analysis. They all address the 
push-pull benefits and challenges of providing HDC in conflict or crisis-affected countries.  

THE NEED FOR DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 

The low amount of development support was notable in all three case studies. Collectively, key informants 
highlighted that development assistance for education was reduced when severe crises in each of the 
country contexts arose. For example, in Syria, FCDO’s first ‘development’ education program did not 
launch until 2017. Prior to this, education was sporadically included (if at all) in a ’light touch’ fashion and 
within multi-sector humanitarian responses. Many education experts proposed the reason for this: politics. 
As one pointed out, “HDC seems to be deprioritized after crises hit, with the development side being 
seen as too political” While not explicitly stated by key informants, development assistance may not be 
viewed as life-saving,22 when compared to humanitarian interventions. As a consequence of withheld 
and/or insufficient development support, gaps in education provision arose. Basic educational concerns, 
such as teacher compensation, pathways between non-formal and formal education, and building capacity 
at all levels of the education system, were highlighted. A second key informant underscored the systemic 
frailty that this can cause, urging that “It is important that we keep development going. We can't stop it 
completely. We cannot let go of development.” Regardless of context, “We need to still hold onto 
essential things like teacher training.” To some, HDC introduced a viable route ahead. As a third education 
expert observed about one context, “The Education Ministry and [its] partners need to communicate 
what are the greatest needs [that] may be helped by clearer policies for how to support HDC in times of 
crisis. How do we keep the bare minimum for development going?” 

The trio of regional contexts also surfaced a correlation between the absence of HDC (particularly 
development assistance) and power vacuums. Twenty-one of 60 respondents across the three contexts 
(35%) cited this concern, highlighting questions over the legitimacy of education authorities to respond to 

 
22 The idea that humanitarian assistance is life-saving and development assistance is life sustaining is a somewhat outdated idea for 
the education sector. Protection systems within education may provide a safe space for children, education/school routine may 
provide a sense of safety and normalcy, and mental health and psychosocial support provided in a school setting may respond to 
children’s immediate trauma and ongoing daily stressors; however, education is not ‘life-saving’ in the same way that health, 
nutrition, water, sanitation and hygiene, or shelter interventions may be. As such, the argument that development is not ‘life-
saving’ is less clear cut for the education sector. While teacher pay may be a development activity, without a teacher there is no 
education system — does this make paying teachers life-saving? Similarly, if attendance is premised on the idea that education will 
lead to future prosperity or opportunity, which is often achieved through development-type activities like accredited 
examinations, do these activities then become life-saving because of their relationship with attendance. This differentiation 
between ‘life-saving’ and ‘life-sustaining’ has less relevancy for the education sector as typically education activities are mutually 
reinforcing across the humanitarian/development spectrum. 
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community and system needs. This outcome also appears to create susceptibility to potential inroads 
made by extremist groups.  

A related HDC challenge emerged from the nature of coordination systems. Coordination systems for 
education sectors during emergencies were not found to balance humanitarian and development 
requirements. The research revealed that the architecture and processes are siloed and largely reflect 
humanitarian priorities. Sector plans that weigh development alongside humanitarian priorities were found 
to be lacking, both without sufficient adaptation through the stages of a crisis and a long-term horizon.  

An ironic exception also surfaced in the face of a general reduction of development support for education 
sectors in times of crisis. In Northern Syria, ISIS put together an HDC-like education system that balanced 
humanitarian with development objectives. Unlike other systems studied here, it also did not exclusively 
focus on primary school education, as youth inclusion was a component of their efforts. These efforts 
were part of the extreme and brutal methods that ISIS employed during its rule. Nonetheless, their 
surprising example demonstrates the possibility of layering humanitarian and development action in the 
education sector.  

Fortunately, some positive practices for sustaining development in times of crisis surfaced in the research. 
The USAID-funded QITABI program in Lebanon was cited multiple times. A second promising example 
was the HDC-like pilot project that the World Bank is funding in South and North Yemen. Both were 
able to respond to humanitarian and development needs as a result of pragmatic, solution-seeking, mixed 
with an ambitious approach to educational progress.  

THE UNPOPULARITY OF DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 

As every education professional working in protracted conflict conditions knows, humanitarian assistance 
has been equated with lifesaving assistance. Rarely is education considered a central component of this 
work — even after many years of instability. One result is that funding normally follows short-term 
humanitarian funding cycles, mandates and traditions. This undercuts the need for the longer-term support 
that educational system recovery requires.  

The dominance of humanitarian funding and approaches is further supported by a heavily competitive 
practitioner environment that, in the view of one education expert, “positions humanitarian-ness front 
and center to retain [organizational] funding.” Indeed, the antipathy against providing development support 
in conflict-affected settings is so great that it must be concealed. As one key informant noted, “A lot of 
humanitarian actors are doing development work and calling it humanitarian. This is due to politics.”  

In an effort to address basic educational development priorities in humanitarian settings, some 
practitioners and donors are using terms like “resilience-building” and “early recovery.” However, these 
terms run the risk of facing the same challenges as the unpopular development label. Challenges to 
supporting development activities for education sectors (by responding to long-term needs) also can arise 
from internal organizational sources. Within USAID, for example, the Bureau of Humanitarian Affairs 
(BHA) reportedly is restricted from providing explicit educational support. Drawing from interviews on 
the subject, BHA is bureaucratically constrained from supporting the sort of layering that HDC for 
education requires.  
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THE POLITICAL CONSTRAINTS ON DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 

In all three MENA country cases studied here, governmental authorities were controversial and radiated 
suspect credibility and legitimacy. Research for this study strongly pointed to a need to support educational 
development in ways that created some distance from the governmental tasks of state-building and state 
partnership.  

This has proved difficult to do. The contest between the politics of limiting state power while strengthening 
state education systems left many donor officials interviewed for this study perplexed and exasperated. 
As one explained, “Your choice is to restart or continue. There are too many agendas.” In response, the 
official suggested that “We need to go back to the basics of what needs strengthening. It is very hard to 
support these mechanisms as they stand at the moment. There is nobody who is depoliticized.” Another 
confessed that “it is disappointing how far we are from the principles at the World Humanitarian Summit.” 
A third highlighted the current conundrum that donor officials so frequently face: “We can’t maintain the 
status quo,” the official explained, “no matter how uncomfortable we are with engaging the [education] 
Ministry.” At the end of the day, “We have to move the conversation along for children.” The official 
contended that HDC promised to support movement in this direction.  

Thirty-five of 60 key informants interviewed for this study (58%) noted that politics is harming the 
response — and the operationalization of HDC — in protracted crises. Political constraints routinely 
surface as red lines that condition aid support and can prevent investment in pressing concerns that keep 
education systems upright (such as paying teachers, printing textbooks, or rebuilding classrooms). The 
challenge generally arises when funding for such education basics must go through the authorities who 
run the education system. When they are deemed politically unsavory, the red lines that donors create 
promise to limit or even prevent their ability to provide development support. Politics thus run the risk 
of compromising needs-based responses. As a result, a child’s right to education may be compromised. 

Nine key informants highlighted a lack of pragmatic thinking among donors regarding creatively working 
around political limitations to respond to educational needs. A second identified that one shortcoming 
among donors was a generally low level of expertise about particular contexts. This issue arose in all three 
country cases as a significant constraint on effective, strategic investment. As one donor official related, 
despite the political complexities that protracted conflicts produce, “Whilst we invest in education, we 
can't tell you much about the context.” This study also surfaced one easily available source of contextual 
expertise that donor officials (particularly those on the ground) can access: local education actors, who 
must understand the context in order to work successfully on the ground. Their knowledge of local 
dynamics stands as a critical potential resource. Twenty-eight of sixty informants for this study (47%) 
asserted that, as one informant declared, “To achieve coherence you need localization. It is important that 
education improvements are driven at a local level [as they] help to bridge the divide. Beneficiaries don’t 
think about their issues in terms of the humanitarian/development dichotomy.” An HDC-sensitive 
approach promises to cultivate community engagement and participation while enabling a more accurate 
reflection of needs. It also can help to enhance the capacity of local practitioners, which are key objectives 
of the grand bargain.”   
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING HDC IN THE MENA 
REGION  
Analysis of research findings for this study strongly point to the need to reform the status quo and employ 
HDC responses to significantly enhance effectiveness in education sectors. To do this, two inter-related 
next steps are recommended. First, refer to and draw guidance from the twin HDC toolkits (the 
companion publication) to improve HDC-related actions.  

Second, enact these recommendations:  

TO USAID:  

1. Convene regular HDC for education meetings: Identify a senior internal champion to hold regular 
conversations on HDC-related collaboration for education initiatives featuring U.S. government 
agencies (such as USAID and the U.S. Department of State) as well as Bureaus within these 
agencies (such as the Bureau of Humanitarian Affairs at USAID and the Bureau for Population, 
Refugees and Migration in the U.S Department of State).  

2. Conduct an internal workshop to find pragmatic solutions to persistent problems within the confines of 
United State government red lines: A solutions-focused workshop promises to identify development 
solutions that respond to the long-term education needs of affected populations. The workshop 
participants should focus on ‘the most viable’ solution instead of ‘the best’ one. 

TO ALL INTERNATIONAL DONORS:  

1. Map the risks associated with the current status quo to better understand the context and the impact of 
potential decisions: Assess the implications of maintaining the status quo for children, state security, 
international donor agency reputations.  

A critical dimension of this mapping and assessment review is to address the nature of 
humanitarian funding for education. Interviews with many education professionals relayed their 
frustration with the steadfast resistance of humanitarian donor offices to adequately recognize 
and support education efforts during humanitarian crises. A pressing and immediate concern is 
dramatically expanding humanitarian funding for education programs to, at minimum, one year.  

2. Employ guided discussions to address unavoidable red lines that limit assistance and prevent the 
operationalization of HDC: This is essential for two reasons:  

● The widespread lack of understanding of how to interpret red lines within donor 
organizations and on the ground.  

● The widely-reported hesitance to: (a) broach education issues that might be seen as 
political; and (b) address pressing concerns via sensible, pragmatic action (to override 
fears of initiating a political challenge).  

Since the fallout from not engaging with political red lines has major negative implications for 
students, teachers, and school systems, the following next steps are strongly recommended:  

● Each donor organization should develop an internal strategy document that outlines the red 
lines that apply to the education sector to clarify areas where support is possible.  

● Establish a Commission to map red lines for all major donors: The Commission should: 

o Determine how far each donor agency can go with humanitarian and development 
support for education before political implications surface;  

o Identify gaps in support; 
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o Establish the foundations of a viable education sector plan, where each donor has a 
clearly-defined role and gaps in support are identified and addressed.  

3. Spearhead the development of comprehensive, HDC-sensitive sector plans in crisis contexts: The sector 
plans should map and respond to humanitarian and development needs. To ensure HDC-informed 
sector plans, the planning process should embed preparedness in their efforts and employ 
hypothetical scenarios to pre-plan how to dial up humanitarian and/or development assistance as 
required..  

Organizational responsibility for leading this task will depend on the context. For example, in 
some contexts, it would be appropriate for a donor agency to lead. However, in other contexts, 
leadership might feature GPE revamping the GPE-led Education Sector Support Projects or ECW 
spearheading revisions of the Multi-Year Resilience Programme.  A constructive first step may be 
the development of a shared ECW-GPE nexus strategy/HDC strategy, that may wish to consider 
building on the helpful foundations included in the GPE “Operational framework for effective 
support in fragile and conflict-affected contexts” (GPE, 2022a). 

4. Dramatically expand the contextual expertise of donor officials to inspire enhanced understandings of the 
situation on the ground and the benefits of HDC. This should include (a) regular, systematic qualitative 
research, and (b) frequent exchanges with local practitioners to secure their analysis of education 
and conflict dynamics, and (c) greater contact time with local practitioners. 

TO ALL DONORS AND PRACTITIONERS:  
1. Document and share positive practices of programs with HDC-centered approaches (such as USAID’s 

QITABI program in Lebanon): The QITABI program’s featured these eight HDC-enhancing practices:  

● Humanitarian and development data-informed decision-making; 

● Commonly-identified shared outcomes between humanitarian and development actors;  

● A consortium of humanitarian and development partners;  

● The intentional layering of humanitarian and development interventions in the same 
locations;  

● Promoting open dialogue between USAID and humanitarian and development 
practitioners;  

● Enabling the scale-up or scale-down of both humanitarian and development activities (as 
required) accompanied by a clear transition plan;  

● Building time into the workplan for collaborative problem-solving; and 

● Considering trade-offs of continued HDC programming versus development 
programming based on conflict and risk dynamics. 

All of these practices should be considered by donor-practitioner teams that are keen to 
operationalize HDC. 

2. Institute crisis-response adaptations in the program design stage to enable the program to flex as needed 
and continue to deliver HDC in times of crisis and stability: This effort promises to illustrate how 
practitioners and donors will adapt in the four phases of a response — pre-crisis/preparedness; 
acute/emergency; protracted/chronic; and post-crisis — to protect humanitarian-development 
coherence and sustain development activity. This expectation may include the use of crisis 
modifiers, adaptive management techniques, and flexible workplans. 
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3. Mandate the creation or appointment of development coordinators (as counterparts for humanitarian 
coordinators) to allow education sectors to operationalize HDC: Education sectors in crisis settings 
generally lack working groups (or coordinators) for the development side of education action. 
That is not the case with their humanitarian counterparts. As a result, coordination for education 
(including assessment of need, prioritization, advocacy and donor lobbying, and sector response 
plans) routinely is dominated by humanitarian actors (such as the Education Clusters). The 
imbalanced setup hinders prospects for effective HDC.  

In response, an HDC body is required to ensure balance and coordination between humanitarian 
and development actors in education sectors. The nature of the body itself should be determined 
by context. For example, a new HDC body could be created to coordinate alongside an Education 
Cluster, or become part of the Education Cluster (perhaps by inserting a development-oriented 
co-lead). Once established, however, the HDC coordination body should: 

● Promote coordination between humanitarian and development coordinators; 

● Enable humanitarian and development coordinators to jointly analyze need and conduct 
needs assessments and monitor progress; 

● Collaborate in developing humanitarian-development response plans; 

● Identify a shared strategy and shared outcomes that span humanitarian and development 
needs; 

● Lobby donors and governments with a unified voice.  

The HDC body promises to facilitate:  

● A common vision for interventions;  

● Effective impact assessments;  

● Opportunities for new approaches to further enhance positive impact; and 

● Enable humanitarian-development layering.  
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ANNEX II: SCOPE OF WORK 
Improving Humanitarian Aid and Development Assistance Coherence in the MENA Region: Funding Models & 
Institutional Practice in the Education Sector  

Background  

The 2016 World Humanitarian Summit called for humanitarian and development actors to move to a 
NWOW23 to more effectively respond to protracted crises. Three drivers spurred this change: 1) Rising 
humanitarian needs as the number, cost, and length of crises increases, 2) The recent adoption of the 
2030 Agenda which emphasized the importance of not just meeting humanitarian need, but building 
resilience by reducing the root causes of the conflict and the drivers of vulnerability, and 3) A resultant 
willingness amongst the donor and practitioner communities to respond to long-standing attitudinal, 
institutional and funding obstacles. The outcome of the Summit was a call for humanitarian-development 
coherence (HDC). However, 5 years later, a record 235million people were in need of humanitarian 
assistance (2021), and the UN predict this will increase to 274million in 202224. Globally, crises continue 
to disproportionately affect the most vulnerable, causing the need for assistance to be prolonged, and in 
turn increasing the cost of aid; stakeholders can no longer afford to operate in humanitarian and 
development silos. 

HDC has been considered a policy priority across USG since 2016, evident in more coordinated cross-
USG operations, investment in the creation of diagnostic HDC tools25, strategic direction provided to 
Education Cannot Wait, and recent early recovery Strategic Plans for some contexts in the MENA region. 
Humanitarian-development coherence strives to break down the silos between humanitarian and 
development modalities. To define these concepts:  

● Humanitarian modalities generally refer to ways that donors provide immediate support 
during a crisis (it may include approaches such as unconditional or conditional cash, vouchers, or 
in-kind assistance) to people in humanitarian crises26. Humanitarian approaches are underpinned 
by humanitarian principles (impartiality, neutrality, independence, and humanity), humanitarian 
modalities strive to “save lives, alleviate suffering and maintain human dignity during and after 
crises and disasters, as well as to prevent and strengthen preparedness for when such situations 
occur”27. This can often take the form of parallel service delivery systems when government and 
local systems have been overwhelmed. 

● Development modalities are more often long-term, responding to systematic problems, and 
focus on economic, social, and political development. They generally range from project or 
program support to implementing partners, to budget support to governments (often either 
contributions to the general budget or to particular sectors)28. Typically, a development response 
focuses on local- or national-level systemic reform and institutional capacity building, often in 
direct partnership with a national or local government decision-making body.  

● Humanitarian-development coherence refers to the efforts of different actors to 
collaboratively analyze contexts, define collective outcomes, and identify ways to work better 

 
23 “The New Way of Working is an initiative that was launched at the 2016 World Humanitarian Summit. It can be described as 
working over multiple years towards collective outcomes, based on the comparative advantage of a diverse range of actors 
including those outside the United Nations system.” https://www.oecd.org/development/humanitarian-
donors/docs/COHERENCE-OECD-Guideline.pdf 
24 https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/12/1106932 
25 https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1866/USG_MDT_Final_2017.pdf 
26 https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1866/USG_MDT_Final_2017.pdf 
27 https://www.oecd.org/dac/peer-reviews/12lessons.pdf 
28 https://www.oecd.org/derec/sweden/modalities.pdf 
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together, based on their comparative advantages, principles, and mandates29. It is about delivering 
aid in a more effective way by coordinating and layering humanitarian and development activities 
where possible. “Coherence brings a logical connection or consistency between household and 
community-focused humanitarian aid, on the one hand, and development assistance focused on 
building the state and institutions, on the other.”30 The intention behind HDC is that aid should 
be complementary, delivering outcomes that will address the root causes of fragility and 
vulnerability. This approach will decrease the need for future aid, and will build individual and 
systemic resilience. The HDC narrative has been used frequently by the UN and large Western 
donors, but has been less commonplace outside of these spheres. 

In the past, policy makers in both camps assumed that, over time, most countries in need of humanitarian 
aid would eventually shift to development assistance. We know, however, that many countries do not 
follow this linear pattern, and rather undergo chronic crises that create a more complex, back-and-forth 
pattern, or else both modalities exist at the same time in the same country.  

Today, individual bilateral, multilateral, and nongovernmental donors support both kinds of aid, and global 
and local implementing partners endeavor to serve their target populations in both ways. As a result, 
donors should view coherence as a necessary way to reach collective outcomes by carefully layering or 
coordinating funding instruments and programming. A focus on layering is of critical importance. Layering 
implies that the principles of humanitarian and development programming are not compromised. The concept is 
distinct from integration, which is a critical concern for humanitarian actors afforded safe operating space 
as a consequence of upholding humanitarian principles. 

The language to describe HDC has evolved since 1995, ranging from ‘LRRD to the ‘Triple Nexus’ 
(describing the interlinkages between humanitarian, development, and peacebuilding initiatives31), to ‘the 
humanitarian-development continuum’32, ‘continguum’33, ‘coherence’, or ‘spectrum’. However, broadly 
these concepts have diverged, the following core premise consistently has been present: There is a greater 
need for humanitarian-development coordination, shared objectives, and layering of interventions, whilst protecting 
the unique nature of these spaces. For the purposes of this assignment, the post-2016 language of 
humanitarian-development coherence will be applied. 

HDC in the Education Sector  

Coherence between humanitarian and development actors and activities is particularly important for the 
education sector in crisis-affected contexts for the following reason: Delivering and maintaining quality, 
equitable education through chronic crises builds more resilient communities. In many contexts in the 
MENA region, a lack of coordination between humanitarian and development actors has led in the past 
to losses in efficiency, effectiveness, and the sustainability of international aid in the education sector.  

Many conflicts in the MENA region are marked by human rights abuses, strict sanctions legislation, and 
high numbers of humanitarian casualties. Donors and implementing partners working in the MENA region 
have been marked by a fear that: 

 
29 eccnetwork.net/resources/humanitarian-development-coherence-white-paper 
30 https://www.oecd.org/development/humanitarian-donors/docs/COHERENCE-OECD-Guideline.pdf 
31 https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/ICVA_Nexus_briefing_paper%20%28Low%20Res%29.pdf 
32 The humanitarian-development continuum is a debated concept (often now replaced by ‘nexus’) that implies linear, 
progressive movement from humanitarian action (driven by people’s needs during humanitarian crises) toward development 
(which addresses people needs as well as strengthening state institutions). https://reliefweb.int/report/world/humanitarian-
development-nexus-works 
33 The humanitarian-development continguum is an array of interventions falling across three sectors (emergency aid 
operations, rehabilitation and development) simultaneously. https://www.acted.org/en/while-debates-around-the-nexus-
continue-acted-moves-ahead/ 
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● Layering humanitarian and development approaches may be perceived by humanitarian actors to 
compromise humanitarian principles, putting humanitarian lives in danger. 

● If humanitarian actors are perceived to be ‘too close’ to a political authority or party to the crisis 
as a result of being associated with layered humanitarian and development approaches, they may 
be in violation of the legal conditions of their funding donor, or the sanctions that their donor has 
adopted. 

● Public perception of layering interventions may be interpreted as ‘normalization’ of relations with 
that Government or political actor, which may run counter to a formal policy position stipulating 
that funding the State risks institutional reputational damage. 

The education sector naturally requires a close relationship with local and national political decision-
makers. These education decision-makers may own the school building, may be the legal employer of 
teachers in that country, and may have ownership and responsibility for the curricula, teaching and learning 
resources, and teaching pedagogy. It often is impossible and impractical to by-pass these actors, as it would 
hamper both education service delivery and access to accredited formal education. This dynamic has had 
the effect of pushing many ‘humanitarian’ actors toward working in the non-formal sector, creating parallel 
education service provision, and often undermining local or national authorities. The resulting lack of 
coordination between humanitarian and development actors has led to losses in efficiency, effectiveness, 
and the sustainability of international aid, and is widely recognized as being sub-optimal for the provision 
of high-quality education in conflict or crisis affected settings. The authors of this study aim to shed light on 
the opportunities as well as the challenges for HDC in the education sector, and provide practical resources to 
support the layering and sequencing of humanitarian and development interventions.  

There is a robust body of literature focused on HDC, especially with regards to donor coordination and 
the norms, capacities, and operational approaches34 that guide education activities in environments where 
humanitarian and development actors coexist. However, there is less in the way of critical documentation 
of how HDC has been operationalized in the field, and what challenges and opportunities implementers 
and donors have faced on the ground.  

In addition, as yet there are few tools to assist in education policy- and decision-making for HDC. This 
study seeks to add to the emerging empirical evidence that examines the effectiveness of particular 
approaches to coherence.35 For example, the Education Cluster in Yemen notes that school rehabilitation 
remains a major gap in the education sector response.36 This assignment may produce practical tools that 
may help to identify which humanitarian and development interventions could be layered to support 
school rehabilitation and other sector priorities, whilst also remaining within donor policy and risk-
appetite. Exploration of these questions may point to how best to coordinate interventions that create 
more resilient education systems. This may indicate that community-level assets, capacities, networks, or 
resources may benefit from support from the development of humanitarian interventions.  

This study also promises to shed light on the ways in which current humanitarian assistance or 
programming can lay solid foundations for future development assistance or programming. In countries 
enduring protracted instability, like Afghanistan and Cambodia, the systems have been informed by 
humanitarian actors, and eventually became government systems supported by development assistance. 
Early coherence and coordination can position education systems to be more effective and sustainable. 
However, there is also a conceptual division concerning what ‘optimal’ HDC looks like. For example, 

 
34 https://www.eccnetwork.net/resources/humanitarian-development-coherence-white-paper, INEE report: 
https://inee.org/collections/humanitarian-development-coherence 
35 ECW-funded Global Partners Project (https://www.educationcluster.net/GlobalPartnersProject) included an objective on 
increasing the evidence base on this. As a result, ODI published a series of reports and case studies on coordination in 
education in crisis. (https://odi.org/en/about/our-work/coordinating-education-in-crises/) 
36https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/education_cluster_achievement_gap_analysis_april_2020.pdf 

https://www.eccnetwork.net/resources/humanitarian-development-coherence-white-paper
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/education_cluster_achievement_gap_analysis_april_2020.pdf
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UNICEF in Yemen began paying some teachers a small incentive each month in 201937. Although the issue 
of teacher pay is a significant challenge during education sector crises, it is usually overlooked and deemed 
a 'development’ issue by key international actors. In Yemen, the incentive provided was not comparable 
to a salary, leading to the following debate between humanitarian and development actors: 

● Humanitarian actors felt that this was a big step forward towards HDC. However, funding 
teacher incentives remained outside of formal school pay networks (i.e., not via education 
authorities). This resulted in high operational costs for INGOs, which made it unattractive to 
donors.  
 

● Development actors noted that incentives undermined the teaching profession by providing an 
incentive rather than a salary (which many considered too politicized). This led to tension and 
inequality in the teaching workforce between teachers benefiting from humanitarian funding 
streams and those benefiting from development funding streams.  

This example highlights the potential benefits and pitfalls of HDC. It also is important to note an additional 
HDC challenge: significant donors to the education sector, like Education Cannot Wait and the Global 
Partnership for Education, as well as coordinating groups like Clusters, Local Education Groups, and 
Education in Emergency groups, offer a variety of funding types, from rapid or accelerated funds to respond 
to acute onset emergencies to multi-year program development or implementation funds. How do donors 
and the UN consider HDC in the design of multi-year resilience program, and how can these education-
specific funds be sequenced and layered for the benefit of the education sector?  

Study Objectives 

This study is an attempt to fill some of the existing knowledge gaps, report on the experience of multiple 
education actors in the humanitarian and development fields, and examine existing data retrospectively to 
draw practical lessons and inform the development of HDC tools that can be of benefit to the educations 
sector. Potential outcomes of this assignment might include: 

● Increased strategic influence of USAID following the thought-leadership and timely commissioning 
of this assignment, as many actors in the region reassess their political positions and move to 
develop early recovery strategies.  

● Strengthened program design for USAID HDC, resilience, and early recovery programs in the 
region.  

● More informed policy and decision-making, resulting from applied use of the practical HDC-
education toolkit.  

The objectives of this study are to gather data, evidence, analysis, and tools that USAID Missions and 
Bureaus can use in the following ways:  

1. To inform how to sequence, layer and coordinate humanitarian aid and development assistance 
to achieve education sector goals.  

2. To better understand factors that enable or hinder coherence between humanitarian aid and 
development assistance organizations in the education sector. 

3. To develop, improve, or test specific processes and tools to increase the coherence and 
effectiveness between humanitarian and development actors in the education sector. 

The following study questions are intended to meet the objectives described above and generate 
practical knowledge and tools that assist education sector stakeholders involved in decision-making 

 
37 https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/keep-children-education-unicef-starts-incentives-school-based-staff-yemen 

https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/keep-children-education-unicef-starts-incentives-school-based-staff-yemen
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regarding the layering, timing, design, and coordination of multi-modality foreign assistance programming 
in contexts of chronic conflict and crisis:  

1. What evidence, tools, and other resources for decision-making currently exist to inform 
coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance actors in the MENA region? 

2. What are the enabling factors (including financing models and institutional policies and 
practices) that can increase coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance 
actors in the education sector? What are the challenges, and what lessons have been learned from 
past crises? 

3. What is the most effective way to plan, sequence, and layer education interventions to 
meet collective education outcomes for crisis-affected children in the MENA region?    

4. What new or revised decision-making tools, institutional policies and procedures, and 
financing models are recommended for use by USAID education, youth, crisis and conflict, 
and Mission staff to support coherence between humanitarian aid and development assistance to 
the education sector in the MENA region? 

Study Methodology 

The methodology described below is a broad outline of the approach. A full and detailed study design 
report will be issued within one month after approval of this scope. The study will be conducted in four 
phases: 

● In Phase 1, the study team will address SQ1, and conduct a thorough literature and archival 
review to establish the state of knowledge about HDC in general and in the MENA region.  

● In Phase 2, the study team will endeavor to identify and interview relevant HA and DA institution 
staff and government officials in the education sector on their experience of past crises and lessons 
learned, thus collecting data for SQ2.  

● In Phase 3, the study team will purposefully identify ‘turning point’ events each of three contexts 
of strategic relevancy to USAID’s education portfolio in MENA (Lebanon, Syria, Yemen). The 
study team will facilitate crisis reconstruction and reflection interviews to understand the impact 
HDC in the education sector. Phase 3 will also include a workshop with selected staff and officials 
to validate how decision-making, coordination (or lack of), institutional parameters, mandates, and 
principles that facilitate or hinder coherence, and layering of interventions occurred between 
institutions during these ‘turning points’. Key constraints also will be identified. Phase 3 will also 
develop and test a practical toolkit, addressing SQ3.  

● In Phase 4, the study team will develop a set of dissemination materials including a report, training 
for policy makers, and a presentation of findings for SQ4. 

Phase 1: Literature and Archival Review (SQ1) 

Because reviews of the literature on this topic from INEE and ECCN have recently been conducted, in 
Phase 1, the study team will conduct a thorough literature and archival review to establish the state of 
knowledge about HDC in the MENA region specifically, and focus on the enablers and barriers to HDC, 
including institutional policies and practices and financing models. The desk review will focus on publicly 
available literature as well as reports and evaluations from aid and assistance actors involved in current 
and past MENA crises and recoveries. Finally, the review will also examine a number of crises in the region 
in order to recommend three different ‘turning points’ (from Yemen, Lebanon, and Syria) for use as 360° 
retrospectives case studies in Phase 2. A study design and workplan will be produced to detail data 
collection and sampling methods for Phase 2 below, as well as the composition of and agenda for the 
dissemination and validation workshop described in Phase 3. 
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Deliverables: Study Design Report & Workplan 

Phase 2: Semi-structured Interviews (SQ 2 & 3) 

In Phase 2, interviews will be conducted with relevant bi- and multi-lateral donor and donor coordination 
staff, NGO and implementing partner staff, MOE and local education officials, community leaders, and 
other stakeholders associated with the three 360° retrospective case studies selected in Phase 1 in order 
to gather information and data about existing decision-making tools, institutional procedures, and financial 
models pertaining to aid and assistance to the education sector. Information will also be collected from 
interviewees to a) reconstruct the events and responses to a particular crisis, b) examine the manner in 
which HA and DA actors established and managed coherence before, during, and after the crisis, and c) 
reflect critically on the events to identify the primary challenges and explore how things could have been 
done more effectively or efficiently.  

Deliverables: Out-brief Presentation: Initial Findings and Conclusions from Phase 1 and 2 (for eventual 
presentation to a broader audience in Phase 3), 

Phase 3: Validation & Dissemination (SQ4) 

In Phase 3, the study team will facilitate a validation workshop consisting of two parts: a presentation of 
findings from Phases 1 and 2 (first reviewed by USAID Middle East Bureau) followed by a review and 
validation of recommended revisions to decision-making tools, institutional policies and practices, and 
financing models that support increased coherence. The workshop will include invited current staff from 
bi- and multi-lateral donors, NGO and implementing partners, MOE and local education officials, 
community leaders, and other stakeholders from the MENA region involved in emergency response in 
the education sector.  

Also in Phase 3, a report and toolkit will be produced. The report will summarize findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations, and will be accompanied by a set of practical decision-making tools. The primary 
audience for these tools will be USAID Middle East and other regional Bureaus as well as Missions in 
countries challenged by chronic crisis. Key stakeholders may include GPE, ECW, and other donors. 

Deliverables:  

Findings Presentation and Validation Workshop 

Final Report/HDC Toolkit 

Phase 4: Dissemination 

In Phase 4, the study team will endeavor to produce a draft and final report answering the study questions, 
and presenting findings, conclusions, and recommendations from the desk review, interviews, 360° 
retrospective case studies, and validation workshop. In addition, the study team will prepare additional 
materials for dissemination activities as requested by the USAID ME Bureau. These can potentially be 
materials for a webinar, policy brief/toolkit, or training. 

Deliverables: Draft & final report 

Additional dissemination materials as requested 

Study Team Composition 

The study team composition proposed below will be supported by an SI headquarters support team 
consisting of a Program Manager (PM), which is responsible for managing the overall activity and ensuring 
that it adheres to the scope of work, a Project Assistant, who will support the PM with logistics, contracts, 
reporting, and payment, and a Project Director, who is responsible for the overall conduct and quality of 
the study and its deliverables. 
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Team Leader: The team leader (TL) will have expertise in leading teams of researchers on USAID 
and/or education in conflict or crisis studies and evaluations, real-time evaluations of humanitarian or 
development actions, quantitative and qualitative research methods in crisis and conflict contexts, and 
experience leading research in MENA countries. The TL will be responsible for managing the study team, 
leading the design and implementation of the study, producing high quality deliverables, and meeting 
deadlines. The Team Lead should have demonstrated experience in research that produces practical and 
useful tools. 

Sr. Technical Specialist: The Sr. Technical Specialist will have expertise on humanitarian development 
coherence with a deep understanding of the landscape from a global perspective. The Sr. Technical 
Specialist will provide majority of support to the literature review, study design and workplan, with 
remaining tasks dedicated to oversight of data collection and co-leading workshops.  

HDC Specialist: The HDC Specialist will have expertise on humanitarian development coherence 
particular to the MENA region, experience managing or evaluating humanitarian emergencies with 
humanitarian and development donors and actors, and demonstrated knowledge about government and 
international institutions in conflict settings. The HDC Specialist will be responsible for technical 
contributions to the design report, data collection instruments, data analysis, updates, and reports, as well 
as participating in data collection, analysis, report writing, and dissemination. 

Sr. Research Specialist: The Sr. Research Specialist will have expertise on interviewing actors in the 
education, humanitarian aid, donor, and government sectors and read and speak fluent Arabic. This 
specialist will be responsible for technical contributions to data collection and analysis, the validation 
workshop, written deliverables, initial translation of documents and transcripts, as well as participating in 
data collection and qualitative data analysis.  

Deliverables & Illustrative Workplan 

Phase 1 

1. Literature and Archival Review: Feb 2022 

2. Study Design Report: Feb 2022 

Phase 2 

3. Phase 2 interviews: March/April 2022 

4. Out-brief Presentation #1: April 2022 

Phase 3 

5. Validation workshop: May 2022 

6. Out-brief presentation #2: May 2022 

Phase 4 

7. Draft report submission: June 2022 

8. Additional Dissemination materials: June 2022 
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ANNEX III: STUDY TEAM PROFILES 
Holly-Jane Howell, Team Leader: Holly-Jane Howell is the founder of Sophos Consulting Limited and a 
technical specialist in education. She was the Head of Education for the UK Office for Syria, the chair of 
the donor working group for education in Syria, and led an education portfolio worth £150m in Syria 
designed with humanitarian-development coherence in mind. Holly-Jane has over 15 years of experience 
working with the UK Foreign, Commonwealth, and Development Office, Palladium, Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation, and Save the Children. Holly-Jane Howell has worked in over 30 countries and has established 
a proven track record of delivering effective education research, improving student learning outcomes, 
and working with Governments to improve education systems.  

Marc Sommers, Senior Technical Specialist: Drawing on work in 22 war-affected nations, Marc combines 
his expertise of education in emergencies (EiE) with trust-based methods to reveal new insights about 
institutional and programmatic responses. Marc is an internationally-recognized specialist in the fields of 
EiE, youth and conflict, peacebuilding, security and countering violent extremism. He has served as a senior 
advisor and officer in the U.S. Department of State. Marc is a former member of the UN Advisory Group 
of Experts for the Progress Study on Youth, Peace and Security and was a Fellow at The Wilson Center, 
U.S. Institute of Peace and The Bellagio Center. He taught for many years as an Associate Research 
Professor for Humanitarian Studies at The Fletcher School (Tufts University). 3 of his 9 books address EiE 
issues and a fourth addresses humanitarian coordination. He has received 4 book awards. His next book 
is: We the Young Fighters: Pop Culture, Terror & War in Sierra Leone (University of Georgia Press, 2023).  

Obai Ezzi, Senior Research Specialist: Obai Ezzi is a localization expert with more than 7 years of service 
with international development contractors and non-governmental organizations working for the Syria 
response and other refugee responses in MENA and the Balkan countries. He has engaged a variety of 
large-scale programs of different development and relief mandates including quality education, child 
safeguarding, governance, gender, and inclusion. He has a degree in Dental Technology and Restoration 
from the Dental University of Damascus and worked for 5 years in the health sector prior to the outbreak 
of the Syrian crisis.  
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ANNEX IV: INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM 
Hello. My name is -----. I currently am a consultant for Social Impact. USAID has commissioned Social 
Impact to conduct research on the topic of humanitarian-development coherence in the Middle East. The 
particular sector is education. The study takes a 360’ perspective on the issue: Looking back at key events 
in three countries to understand if humanitarian-development coherence was present before or after the 
event, as well as learning from donors, practitioners, and education authorities if and how they think about 
HDC in their role. The information we collect will be used to prepare case studies about HDC in Yemen, 
Syria, and Lebanon, as well as to prepare a HDC toolkit that will be publicly available. 

During this interview, we may discuss sensitive topics including warfare, proscribed actors (including ISIS, 
Houthi rebels, and Hezbollah), and institutional (including governmental) or political policies and 
responses. If you feel uncomfortable at any point, you may halt the interview or ask to move to a different 
question. Your wellbeing is important to us.  

 Do you consent to discussing sensitive topics?  

1.TICK HERE IF YOU CONSENT TO DISCUSS SENSITIVE TOPICS ☐ 

I would like to invite you participate in the study, which will be conducted via Zoom or Microsoft Teams. 
Participants have been selected as individuals that have played an important role or hold a particular 
perspective on the topic of HDC in the education sector in the MENA region. If you choose to participate, 
you would be one of approximately 50-60 participants. Reports and case studies will not include any 
personally-identifying information. Participants will not be identified by name in the case study, but may 
be identified as “a practitioner” or “donor official” (whichever is most relevant) that is “working in 
Yemen/Lebanon/Syria.” This will allow the research team to provide context without disclosing the 
identity of the respondent. If you do not want to be identified by your function/role due to any sensitivities, 
please let us know: we would instead refer to you as ‘an interviewee’ in the case studies.  

Please verbally indicate your preference: 

[Participant to tick one option] 

2.TICK HERE IF YOU CONSENT TO BEING IDENTIFIED BY YOUR ROLE ☐ 

3.TICK HERE IF YOU CONSENT TO BEING IDENTIFIED AS AN ☐INTERVIEWEE 

With your permission, we would like to take notes and record this interview to ensure our account of 
our interview is accurate. The audio of this interview will only be held by the interviewer for reference. 
It will not be shared with the client (either Social Impact or USAID). It will be held in a password protected 
file, and will be deleted at the end of the program. All data will be held in compliance with US Federal 
Regulations and where relevant GDPR (if interviewee or interviewer is based in the EU or UK).  

Please confirm that you consent to the interview being recorded: 

4.TICK HERE IF YOU CONSENT TO THE INTERVIEW BEING RECORDED ☐ 

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary, and you are under no obligation to participate. If 
you start the interview and wish to stop at any time for any reason, or if you don’t want to answer certain 
or all questions, you are free to do so. This interview is expected to last 60 minutes. If you have any 
questions or concerns about your rights as a participant, you may contact ------- at -------- or [telephone 
number]. You are also welcome to contact the Social Impact Institutional Review Board at ------- or 
[telephone number]. I will leave a copy of this form with you.  

Do you agree to participate in this study?  

5.TICK HERE IF YOU CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INTERVIEW ☐ 

mailto:hhowell@socialimpact.com
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Signature_________________________       

Date_________________________ 
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ANNEX V: INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 
General Questions (No country focus) 

NB: Priority questions in red. 

Opening:  

● Thanks for making time to speak with me. I am going to ask you some questions about Humanitarian-
Development Coherence (or HDC) and the education sector.  

● Then we’ll discuss a country case about education and HDC.  

1) Let’s get started! First, please tell me your understanding of humanitarian approaches to education 
and development approaches to education.  

● Is there a difference between them?  

o [If yes] Please explain the difference.  

o [If no] If they are the same, how do you explain these two different names for 
education?  

2) In this study, we are looking at the topic of humanitarian-development coherence.  

● Before we share a definition of HDC, what is your understanding of HDC in 
education? 

3) The OECD definition of HDC has four parts:  

o The first is: protecting the integrity of humanitarian and development work for 
education – as separate parts of the same education effort.  

o The second is: layering. It is the idea that humanitarian and development work 
for education take place at the same time – like layers of the same cake.  

o The third is: location. This is the idea that humanitarian and development work 
for education take place in the same area, at the same time.  

o Finally, the fourth is: collective outcomes. This means that when humanitarian 
and development work for education happens at the same time and in the 
same place, they share the same results of their work.  

● The idea is that when these four parts come together, there is HDC for education.  

o 3A. What is your view of this?  

o 3B. Is this your understanding of HDC?  

o 3C. In your view, is HDC necessary?  

o 3D. What challenges would you see if there was no HDC and status quo was 
maintained?  

4) What do you think about layering the work of humanitarian and development organizations in the 
education sector?  

● Prompt: Can you give examples of where this layering takes place? 

5) If you want development education and humanitarian education to work together, what should 
donors do?  

● What should practitioners do?  
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● Prompt: [IF they are having trouble answering, you can suggest: financing, coordination 
groups, donor expectations, donor decision-making, the values of donors, practitioners, 
humanitarians and development groups, strategies etc. 

● What are the biggest challenges to a successful HDC approach in the education sector?  

6) Some believe that a tool can help HDC in education work better. A tool could be some kind of 
guidance, checklist, policies or other packages.  

● Do you agree that a tool could help HDC in education work better?  

● [If yes] What kind of tool would be most helpful?  

● [If no] Why do you think a tool won’t be helpful?  

Country Context: Before the Event 

Opening:  

● For this study, we are looking at HDC and the education sector in 3 country cases:  

o The Battle of Raqqa in Syria (June-October 2017) 

o The October 17, 2019 demonstrations in Lebanon 

o The early 2015 capture of the Presidential Palace by Houthi rebels and the entrance of 
the Saudi-led Coalition in the war in Yemen 

● I am going to ask you a few questions about the education situation before this event in [country] 
and then after the event in [country] 

7) Think about the [country case] education sector before [the event].  

● Can you describe it for me? What comes to mind as most important?  

● Prompt: Would you consider the education sector before the event as a humanitarian 
or development situation?  

o Or was there ‘coherence’ between the two? 

● Prompt: What were the main priorities in the education sector?  

o Was there support for these priorities? 

● Prompt: Which children and youth benefited from these priorities, and which children 
and youth did not benefit?  

8) Before [the event], were there actors in the education sector who did not coordinate with the 
others?  

● [If yes] Please explain:  

o Why do you think they were not coordinating with the others?  

● [If no] Why do you think all of the education actors worked together?  

Country Context: After the Event 

Opening:  

● Now, let’s talk about the education situation in [country case] after [the event].  

9) Think about the [country case] education sector after [the event]. 

●  Can you describe it for me? What comes to mind as most important? 
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● Prompt: Would you consider the education sector after the event as a humanitarian or 
development situation?  

o Or was there ‘coherence’ between the two? 

● Prompt: What were the main priorities in the education sector?  

o Was there support for these priorities? 

● Prompt: Which children and youth benefited from these priorities, and which children 
and youth did not benefit?  

10) After [the event], were there actors in the education sector who did not coordinate with the 
others?  

● [If yes] Please explain:  

o Why do you think they were not coordinating with the others?  

● [If no] Why do you think all of the education actors worked together?  

11) Looking back at this case, do you think that HDC after [the event] would have been helpful or 
harmful to the education sector? 

● Looking back at this case, do you think HDC leads to improvements in the education sector?  

o Please explain.  

12) What is your advice for the study team on this topic of HDC for the education sector 
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ANNEX VI: RISKS AND MITIGATIONS 
Table 3: Study Risks and Mitigations 

Risk  Risk Description  Mitigation  

Sensitive 
Material  

This study involves research with 
human subjects. Given the 
sensitive nature of the study, there 
could be a risk that without 
appropriate mitigation. For 
example, participants could be 
targeted for the views represented 
in this study (including attitudes 
relating to proscribed groups or 
government action/inaction).  

● All respondents were informed of the scope 
of the study.  

● Participant names and contact information 
were not recorded on data collection tools. 
Rather, unique identifier numbers were used 
to cross-reference.  

● Participant names will not be published in this 
study (or in The HDC toolkits). Participants had 
the opportunity in advance to request that 
the interviews are not recorded (see Annex 
IV).  

● Quotes or examples in any dissemination 
materials, including this study, will not be 
connected to an individual person or 
organization without prior consent.  

  

Recall bias  Two types of recall bias will be 
discussed:  

1. Respondent recall bias, 
where key events, actions 
or feelings are relayed in 
an inaccurate way as a 
result of distorted 
recollections.  

2. Analysis bias on the part 
of the study team: in the 
absence of accurate 
recording of interviews, 
interview reflections or 
notes may reflect a 
distortion at odds with the 
intent of the subject.  

● Research questions were constructed to ask 
participants to focus on the who, what, 
where, why, when, how of an event to avoid 
bias. The team opted for questions that 
support participant clarity and recall (see 
Annex V).  

● Participant responses of the same event were 
triangulated to enable the team to identify 
potential recall bias.  

● Pending the consent of the participant, 
interviews were recorded by each facilitator.  

● Interviews were conducted in a one-on-one 
format to mitigate the risk that respondent 
recollections may lead to groupthink. The 
lone exception was seven interviews in which 
work colleagues were asked to be 
interviewed together. 

● The facilitators followed the protocol of 
informed consent and questions, allowing 
approximately 60 minutes for each interview 
(See Annex IV).  
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Risk  Risk Description  Mitigation  

Confirmation 
bias  

Confirmation is the tendency to 
search for evidence that confirms 
pre-existing beliefs or values. 
Without appropriate mitigation, 
this may be demonstrated by both 
interview participants and the 
interviewers.  

● The HDC team sought input from a wide 
range of stakeholders on the extent to which 
the survey questions provided the space for 
critical reflection.  

● Data were analyzed by a team of three 
researchers. The data represent a diverse 
range of lived experiences and viewpoints. 
Critical reflection of the data through group 
analysis exposes potential alternative 
explanations.  

Implicit bias  Implicit bias (unconscious 
attitudes, beliefs, and stereotypes) 
may be present in this study in the 
form of Western and Non-
Western attitudes, differences in 
the value base, and attitudes 
between humanitarian, 
development, and peacebuilding 
actors.  

● The interviewers made sure that they take 
time to understand the backgrounds and 
perspectives of participants and implicitly 
incorporate this intention into introductory 
discussion and questions.  

● Data were analyzed by a team of researchers 
who represent a diverse range of lived 
experiences and viewpoints. Critical 
reflection of the data through group analysis 
exposes potential alternative explanations.  

● During team meetings for this Final Report, 
the study team discussed implicit bias and 
ways to reduce it, including counter-
stereotypic imaging during data collection and 
analysis.  
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Risk  Risk Description  Mitigation  

Sample bias 
and 
respondent 
willingness to 
engage  

The study team has deep 
experience working on the 
country context case studies – as 
civil servants, practitioners, 
academics, and citizens. While this 
proximity affords the team the 
opportunity to purposely sample 
those most relevant to the crises, 
it also runs the risk of embedding 
potential bias in the work of the 
team (based on their lived 
experiences and prior knowledge).  

  

Snowball sampling of key 
informants also means that the 
sample is not representative. The 
study will naturally reflect a bias 
towards responses that have 
publicly accessible documentation 
and stakeholders with a willingness 
to participate in the study.  

● The study design includes interviews with 
USAID MENA region staff, which will 
complement the study team’s network and 
connections in order to expand the list of 
stakeholders who were interviewed.  

● As a “good enough” rapid situation analysis, 
the HDC methodology makes deliberate 
tradeoffs between speed and rigor. Due to its 
rapid nature, the methodology did not allow 
for generalizable, statistically representative 
findings. Instead, the approach provided 
stakeholders with a targeted snapshot of 
interactions between the education sector, 
key moments in crisis, available tools and 
HDC.  

  

Limited 
documentatio
n on HDC  

Secondary data on institutional, 
policy, and programmatic 
responses considering HDC are 
limited. In addition, secondary data 
documenting key moments in 
conflict from an education lens are 
limited. It remains unknown what 
is currently documented is of 
‘official’ status or is unpublished.  

  

● During interviews, respondents were invited 
to share documents to be included in the 
analysis.  

● The study team routinely reminded the 
readers/clients of presentations concerning 
early report findings and written report drafts 
that documentation is limited and, as a result, 
may reflect a limited range of viewpoints on 
the topic of HDC.  
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Risk  Risk Description  Mitigation  

Differences in 
understandin
g of HDC  

HDC narratives are poorly 
defined. Even widely cited papers 
have at times communicated a 
misinformed understanding of 
HDC. There is a risk in this 
research that the team will 
interview individuals with varying 
levels of understanding of HDC, 
or potential misunderstandings of 
HDC.  

● The team employed a consistent approach to 
analyzing data that aligned with Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) definitions of HDC 
(for example, see the definition discussed in 
the questionnaire, in Annex V).  

● During the analysis phase, the team examined 
the extent of deep-rooted misunderstandings 
run in some members of the sample of 
relevant stakeholders.  

● The early questions in the interview 
questionnaire (Annex V) included a review of 
participants’ understanding of HDC technical 
terms. It also included the OECD definition 
of HDC, to ensure that the interview 
exchanges featured clear understandings of 
HDC.  

  

Remote 
research  

Conducting remote/virtual 
meetings with participants can 
make it harder to reach 
marginalized communities and can 
limit researchers’ understanding of 
observed context.  

● The HDC methodology makes deliberate 
tradeoffs between in-person research and 
perpetuating Coronavirus Disease (COVID-
19) transmission. The research interviews 
were conducted remotely, using a snowball 
sampling method to ensure, as best as was 
possible, that key reference groups were not 
left out of the sample.  

COVID-19  Face-to-face research in areas of 
high COVID-19 
transmission/recorded cases may 
present a risk to participants and 
researchers.  

● Remote research was undertaken in part to 
reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission.  
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Risk  Risk Description  Mitigation  

Translation  Some interviews may be required 
to be conducted in Arabic, or 
some participants may prefer for 
the interview to be conducted in 
their native tongue to ensure that 
they are representing their truth in 
the most accurate way.  

● On request of those who were interviewed, 
some of the interviews took place in Arabic. 
The Arabic language interviews were 
conducted by one of the study team’s 
members.  

● Translation during interviews was conducted 
by those who are fluent in both English and 
Arabic.  

● Translation of technical concepts were 
formulated in advance to support accurate 
translation.  

● Participants had the choice of conducting the 
interview in Arabic or English, with a fluent 
Arabic speaker on the study team.  
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